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Abstract 
Due to vast industrial applications, induction motors are often referred to as the 
“workhorse” of the industry. To detect incipient faults and improve reliability, condition 
monitoring and fault diagnosis of induction motors are very important. In this thesis, the 
focus is to model and detect broken rotor bar (BRB) faults in induction motors through the 
finite element analysis and machine learning approach.  
The most successfully deployed method for the BRB fault detection is Motor Current 
Signature Analysis (MSCA) due to its non-invasive, easy to implement, lower cost, reliable 
and effective nature. However, MSCA has its own limitations. To overcome such 
limitations, fault diagnosis using machine learning attracts more research interests lately. 
Feature selection is an important part of machine learning techniques.  
The main contributions of the thesis include: 1) model a healthy motor and a motor 
with different number of BRBs using finite element analysis software ANSYS; 2) analyze 
BRB faults of induction motors using various spectral analysis algorithms (parametric and 
non-parametric) by processing stator current signals obtained from the finite element 
analysis; 3) conduct feature selection and classification of BRB faults using support vector 
machine (SVM) and artificial neural network (ANN); 4) analyze neighbouring and spaced 
BRB faults using Burg and Welch PSD analysis.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Background    
In modern societies, our life majorly relies on rugged and efficient machines for fast 
pace production of goods and services, evident in continual remodeling and enhancement of 
different machines to enable effective and sustainable delivery of produce in various 
industrial sectors. The production of goods and services are connected to optimum use of 
energy. Electrical energy consumes approximately 30% of used energy [1]. Most electrical 
energy is transformed into mechanical energy through electrical motors, and induction 
motors are the most vastly applied machines for both home and industrial applications due 
to their robust design, compactness and ruggedness. For home appliances, small single-phase 
induction motors are often used and fed from an AC single phase power supply [2]. Three 
phase induction motors are widely used in industrial facilities.  
Recently, variable frequency drives (VFD) have been commonly used for induction 
motors due to flexibility in production control, soft starting characteristics etc. It is said that 
the relevance of VFD’s is on the increase, with about a 9% growth rate since a decade ago. 
Application with VFD’s are compressors, ventilators, pumps, robotics, and electric vehicles 
etc [3].    
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1.2 Components of Induction Motors  
An induction motor consists of a stator and a rotor. The stator is a stationary part, and 
the rotor is the rotating part of the machine. There are two types of rotor design: 1) squirrel 
cage rotor, and 2) wound rotor. In this thesis, the squirrel cage induction motor is considered. 
The design of an induction is strived to have less required maintenance, high reliability and 
good efficiency [4]. Fig. 1.1 shows the internal structure of a three-phase induction motor.  
                    
Figure1.1: Three-phase induction motor (ABB motors)  
 
The stator consists of an outer cylindrical frame with two ends made up of cast aluminum 
alloy or cast-iron steel laminations. For a higher fundamental frequency, thinner laminations 
are proposed. The laminated stator slotted magnetic core ensures moderate losses (eddy 
current and heat loss). The three-phase winding is embedded in the stator core from which 
the three-phase voltage is supplied. There are six terminals that are connected to the machine 
box terminal, a pair per phase. All induction motors practically have a cylindrical rotor 
having a radial airgap existing between the stator and the rotor.  
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The airgap of induction motors serves as the passage route for the magnetic field 
generated by the stator. The magnetic field passing through the airgap is responsible for the 
induction of voltage and current in the rotor. When the passage of the airgap becomes 
narrower, the magnetomotive force (mmf) within the rotor compartment is smaller. Factors 
that affect the lower limit of airgaps, g, include: 1) mechanical constraints, 2) the ratio of the 
stator and rotor slot openings (bos, and bor respectively) to airgap g, and 3) keep the surface 
core and tooth flux pulsation extra losses to an acceptable level. Wrapping the windings 
within the core ensures that the magnetization current is reduced and the heat transmission 
to the core is enhanced. The geometry slot depends on power capacity of induction motors. 
Slots opening in the motor influences core losses through the flux density manipulations.  
Rotor design is supplied with either single or double cage windings as seen in Fig. 1.2. 
The cage rotor is a product of die cast aluminum for low and medium power machines, while 
brass or copper for large machines. Medium and high-power motors have their bars welded 
end to end to provide insulation. To achieve high efficiency, induction motors with copper 
winding are preferable as they ensure high conductivity, high temperature working tolerance 
and current density.  
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Figure 1.2: Squirrel cage rotor vs wound rotor type. 
 
1.3 Operation Principles of Induction Motors  
Due to vast applications of induction motors, incipient fault detection remains a 
critical tool that can proffer long term solutions against unprecedented breakdown of the 
motor. Failures in machines can be connected to motor assembling, installation, load 
tolerance, and maintenance timing. Induction motor faults may arise in three core parts of 
the machine: bearing, rotor, and stator. Amongst various faults, the broken rotor bar fault 
causes about 9% of induction motor failures. Due to absence of direct electrical connection 
between the squirrel cage rotor and the stator, the detection of the broken rotor bars fault is 
difficult.  
This research seeks to develop a mechanism that can help track and pinpoint incipient 
broken rotor bar faults arising in induction motors. An effective approach will help 
checkmate and avoid the downsides of machine unscheduled failure due to BRB faults that 
could have huge negative impacts in the industrial financial sector.  
There are three major types of maintenance strategy for induction motors:  
 21  
  
1) Scheduled maintenance. This type of maintenance involves a maintenance either 
based on the manufacturer’s prescription or planned timing decided based on machine 
accumulated workhours. This is one of the most employed known methods of maintenance 
used by industry, however, it does not guide against emergency motor failure.  
2) Breakdown maintenance. This methodology is intended to run the motor to the 
threshold tolerance until it breaks down, therefore, it is usually the least indulged 
maintenance technique. Due to breakdown, the motor might be irredeemable but only good 
for replacement. Thus this methodology is rarely employed in industry today.  
3) Condition based maintenance. This is the most viable technique on the rise in 
factory and commercial industry today. It involves real-time monitoring in most cases, 
whereby the system condition is being observed while in operation and would detect any 
anomaly that arises during the system working mode. The indication of the system deviation 
from normal operation could be done through an alarm system or other means that can 
inform the system to shut down for analysis and reinstallation.  
  The real-time condition monitoring technique involves a system that continually 
monitors working conditions of systems per time and is able to detect any deviation or 
anomaly that arises. This technique is more viable and effective because it’s able to prevent 
severe damages to the machine and prevent uninterrupted machine breakdown [6-8]. 
1.4 Thesis Organization  
This thesis is dedicated to exploring and modeling methodology that is based on 
condition-based maintenance culture, which will prevent the untimely interruption of work 
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process, reduce the process downtime, and narrow the maintenance cost. Various techniques 
are discussed and reviewed as a precedence to reaching a viable method. A new method 
credible of diagnosing and predicting fault accurately is hereby proposed for incipient fault 
detection of BRB faults of induction motors. Various fault conditions with different numbers 
of BRBs are modeled, and a fault prediction mechanism is proposed to capture healthy and 
fault conditions.  
 In the absence of motor experimental/testing data, modeling of an induction motor is 
a viable way to have access to data through simulation of fault conditions of the machine. 
The non-invasive condition monitoring technique is a favorable condition monitoring 
technique. It is known that improper modeling with many assumptions may introduce errors, 
in this thesis, the finite element analysis is used to model the induction motor due to its 
proven accuracy in the literature. The finite element software ANSYS is used for modeling 
and simulation of a healthy motor and the motor with various number of BRBs. ANSYS is 
a feasible tool that can best represent transiency inherent in induction motor operation. 
Several parameters can be output from the ANSYS simulation: stator current, power, torque 
and speed. The simulated stator current signal is used for fault detection in this research. The 
structure of the thesis is explained in this section.    
Chapter 2  
In this chapter, various condition monitoring techniques are reviewed, and some 
content is discussed in the following paper: “Xiaodong Liang, and Kenneth Ik 
Edomwandekhoe, “Condition Monitoring Techniques for Induction Motors”, Proceedings 
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of 2017 IEEE Industry Applications Society (IAS) Annual Meeting, pp. 1-10, Cincinnati, OH, 
USA, October 1- 5, 2017.” (Note: This paper is attached to Chapter 2). Different techniques 
so far employed by researchers are investigated and inference are drawn based on simplicity 
and reliability of technique. This exercise serves as a formidable guide to finding a more 
viable technique, either by enhancing an existing technique, or by employing a novelty 
method, which could inform new insight into other research possibilities. 
Chapter 3  
In this chapter, the following published paper is attached: “Kenneth Edomwandekhoe, 
and Xiaodong Liang, "Current Spectral Analysis of Broken Rotor Bar Faults for Induction 
Motors", Proceeding of 31st Annual IEEE Canadian Conference on Electrical and Computer 
Engineering (CCECE 2018), Québec City, Québec, Canada, May 13-16, 2018.” This chapter 
unveils the implementation of two signature techniques known as Welch power spectral 
density (PSD) and Thompson Multitaper (MTM) power spectral density (PSD) estimates. 
Welch power density data are deployed amid other machine parameters using a linear SVM 
method for fault classification and prediction. This method is an enhancement methodology 
of the existing technique and provides a major contribution in terms of feature selection 
deduced for prediction and identification of BRB faults.  
Chapter 4  
In this chapter, the following published paper is attached: “Kenneth Edomwandekhoe, 
and Xiaodong Liang, "Advanced Feature Selection for Broken Rotor Bar Faults in Induction 
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Motors", Proceedings of IEEE 54th Industrial and Commercial Power Systems (I&CPS) 
Conference, Niagara Falls, ON, Canada, May 8th - 12th, 2018”.  In this chapter, a new 
method is proposed that is proven to be a very reliable technique for prognosis and prediction 
of BRB fault conditions. This manuscript comprises an application of various methods such 
as the traditional signature analysis method (FFT), which is a parametric method, the 
statistical method known as Yule walker estimate by Auto regression (YUL AR), which is a 
non-parametric method, and an advance signature technique known as matching pursuit 
(MP). The MP technique is more effective and reliable in terms of feature selection for 
classification of BRB faults.  
Chapter 5  
In this chapter, a new manuscript is attached and is ready for submission. A new 
method is proposed for diagnosing fault severity by calculating slope of two reference side 
lobes. It is observed that the motor with two neighbouring BRBs have a smaller slope than 
that of spaced BRBs. Slope differential for both cases shows that neighbouring BRB faults 
produce side lobes harmonic peak with certain close proximity. By simply finding the slope 
of the harmonic due to BRB faults, one can determine the severity of faults. It is proposed 
that slopes differential can serve as a criterion for identifying neighbouring and Spaced BRB 
faults.  
Chapter 6  
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In this chapter, the research work is summarized by discussing weakness and strength 
of the proposed methods. Future work is discussed in brevity. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
    Chapter 2 comprises of two sections. In the first section, various fault diagnosis 
techniques including artificial intelligence (AI) for induction motors are reviewed. Although 
various signal techniques are categorised into parametric and non-parametric method for 
easy distinction, more focus is placed on the review of artificial intelligence (AI) in the first 
section of this literature review. In the second section, a published conference paper is 
attached, and the paper is a literature review as well. The combination of the two sections 
provides a comprehensive literature review of the various techniques in this field.   
Fault analysis is a vital procedure in condition monitoring of induction motors. It serves 
as a guide to identify the immediate cause of a motor’s dysfunction. An early diagnosis helps 
to prevent motor deterioration beyond repair. This review explores various fault analysis 
methods reported in the literature for fault diagnosis purpose.  
In this thesis, the focus is the fault diagnosis for squirrel-cage induction motors. The 
squirrel-cage induction motor is a reliable machine widely used in industry due to 
ruggedness, compactness and the least maintenance culture in comparison with other 
machines. However, like any type of electromechanical device, it is susceptible to different 
faults, such as BRB and bearing faults.  BRB faults are the focus in this review. BRB faults 
are said to account for about 9% of induction motor failures [1]-[2].  
The real-time condition monitoring technique maintains the unique feature of 
discovering fault condition at the very onset, thus preventing the fault aggravation. A fault 
undetected at an early stage could cause sudden motor failure and financial loss due to the 
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process downtime. Various signal techniques have since been deployed for BRB fault 
diagnosis, however, only a limited number of these techniques guarantees excellent accuracy 
and reliability. The MCSA is one of the most popular signal techniques. It comprises both 
parametric and non-parametric methods, but researchers have mostly employed non-
parametric approaches due to characteristic simplicity and relative statistical property. 
However, non-parametric approaches suffer the setback of leakage and poor stability [1].  
 The non-parametric approach for signal analysis does not make any assumptions in 
the processing of the signal data. This method is a two-step procedure. The first step involves 
the estimation of autocorrelation sequence and the second step performs the transformation 
to obtain signal estimates. The objective of this thesis is to review spectral analysis 
techniques that can provide features capable of classification of induction motor faults using 
machine learning. 
2.1 Non-Parametric Approach 
FFT is a traditional non-parametric method that uses motor current signal data and 
most commonly used for BRB faults detection.  A single BRB fault can be detected from 
monitoring frequency sidebands of the motor current signal that emerge close to the 
fundamental frequency through the FFT algorithm. These sidebands are most visible under 
full load condition of the motor. Therefore, the limitation of the traditional FFT technique is 
exposed under no load condition, as the FFT is incapable of distinguishing a healthy motor 
condition from faulted conditions under no load. Another worrying issue with the traditional 
FFT application is its total reliance on amplitude and sideband frequency as criteria for fault 
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detection. It’s been observed that under unbalance voltage, motor current analysis exhibit 
spectrum behavior close to that of BRB fault current spectrum, making it difficult to clearly 
identify fault. FFT is also ineffective when considering motor under transient state [1][2].  
Power spectral density (PSD) estimates have different deployment methodology, such 
as traditional periodogram which uses Disrete Fourier Transform (DFT) or Welch’s PSD 
estimate, which is an enhancement of traditional periodogram. This technique partitions the 
signal into K segments and performs an average of different segments, applies a window to 
the different segment and then eliminates the window effect by a certain factor [1]-[2]. 
A robust method based on statistics and MCSA is proposed in [3]-[4] for eccentricity 
fault detection. This approach is centered on inspecting the motor current frequency spectrum 
for the noise signal frequency and fundamental harmonic signal frequency. The output of 
probabilistic and iterative approaches is represented in Fig. 2.1. Results show great potential, 
nevertheless technique dependability on prior knowledge of motor current harmonics places 
a limitation for real-time implementation. 
 
 
 (a) 
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(b) 
Figure 0.1: Probability distributions: (a) of 1 and 0 s in Det_mat. (b) of T, SNR=−65 dB 
(normalized) [3]. 
In [5], the fault diagnosis is proposed through the application of FFT and PSD methods on 
the collected signal in the order shown in Fig. 2.2. The FFT of the signal is used to produce 
complex conjugates of the signal i.e. real and imaginary constituents. These constituents are 
then processed further to obtain the PSD of the signal.  Varying harmonics for different motor 
conditions, specifically from 1st to 19th harmonics were obtained through PSD application. 
These harmonics which serve as features for different fault conditions, such as BRBs, 
unbalance voltages, stator winding faults, and eccentricity faults, are fed into Fuzzy min-max 
(FMM) neural network and classification and regression tree (CART) for fault detection. 
Achieving a 96% average accuracy, results obtained from the proposed technique shows 
potentiality of the method. For BRB fault detection, the most notable feature differences for 
the motor with BRB faults and a healthy motor condition is that 5th harmonics amplitudes 
highlights dissimilarity. This feature is said to be a good tip for detecting the presence of 
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BRB faults in [6]. Inference drawn from [6] addresses the fault indicator for BRB faults, 
however, features for fault detection remain limited to amplitudes of the harmonic spectrum.  
 
Figure 0.2: Overview of the proposed method for fault detection and diagnosis [5]. 
In [7], a new approach capable of detecting BRB faults under no load condition is 
proposed. The amplitude of side lobes, which serves as a fault indicator, is computed through 
the sliding DFT application. This method proves to be effective for steady-state condition as 
DFT retains the drawback of the fixed window that makes it effective for transient motor 
conditions. A novel counter current braking method (CCB) was demonstrated as an effective 
technique capable of detecting the BRB fault in [8]. The CCB method is used to induce a 
uniform frequency in the stator component, which allows the diagnosis of BRB faults. The 
method using STFT of the signal is obtained and figures depicting different motor conditions 
are shown in Fig. 2.3. Based on this figure, it is clear that the single BRB fault introduces a 
new component and distorts the asymmetry of the motor. The worthy feature to note of the 
PSD technique is that a further dimension is added to the signal that allows for feature 
extraction for classification purposes.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 0.3: STFT current spectrogram (a) Healthy motor (b) Motor with 1BRB [8]. 
The Multitaper method (MTM) is presented in [9] [10]. This method does not segment 
the signal to obtain estimates like PSD, although they both have similar enhanced resolution 
as opposed to the classical periodogram. It simply applies orthogonal tapers to fit the signal. 
As typical of the non-parametric method, MTM is a two-step approach. Firstly, a suitable 
window has to be chosen; and secondly, a resolution level is selected. From the 
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electroencephalogram (EEG) analyses in anesthesia and sleep in [8], the issue of MTM 
capability to address the bias common in spectral analysis is presented. The argument that 
MTM remains an effective signal analysis tool is indisputable as evident in Fig. 2.4. It 
promises a better resolution and exhibits consistent variance within the signal estimates 
through the taper estimation effect, a typical setback of classical periodogram. This technique 
is often used for the signal analysis in biomedical engineering but is scarcely used in 
electrical engineering.  
 
Figure 0.4: Tapered estimate of the PSD of the AR (6) process. (a) Tapered estimate using 
the Hann taper. (b) Equivalent smoothing kernel 1 Δ |H (f)| 2 centered at fΔ=0.4. The 
zoomed-in view of the main lobe is shown on the top left [9] (AR depicts Auto regressive). 
2.2 Artificial Intelligence Methodology 
Machine learning methods can be applied to fault diagnosis of induction motors. The 
SVM classification is proposed in [11]. The SVM is a supervised machine learning algorithm 
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that uses the optimization algorithm to distinguish features for classification. Using 80 
samples from the maximum of spectral amplitudes for different motor conditions, SVM 
classifies faults by finding the mean between various data points for dissimilar motor 
conditions. The 92.87% accuracy using the SVM proves its successful application. A dual 
SVM procedure is employed to detect BRB faults in [12]. The first phase of this approach 
involves a single class SVM used to train only the healthy motor. The selected features in 
this case are the number of poles and actual speed of the motor. With sufficient training, the 
SVM model shows a deviation from the trend when the data from a faulty motor is supplied.  
The second phase of this approach scrutinizes harmonics to locate faulty rotor bars that show 
notable discrepancy between healthy and faulty motor conditions. Although the 
methodology is good, results do not show utter reliability for online fault detection. 
In [13], an automated detection technique is suggested for BRB faults detection. The 
technique relies on the extraction from wavelet decomposition, which is then processed and 
represented in two dimensions (2D) and denoted as scaled transform (ST), the processed 
extraction can then serve as features as shown in Fig. 2.5. This method requires too much 
computation, and the expert interpretation of the extraction following the decomposition of 
the signal.  
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Figure 0.5: Schematic representation of the pattern standardization and comparison [13]. 
A survey of various techniques is deliberated in [14]. ANN is highlighted as having 
advantages over other diagnostic techniques due to its accuracy and reliability. However, its 
utter dependence on sufficient training time is noted as the drawback associated with 
adopting this approach. Conversely, identifying features that can best distinguish various 
conditions will reduce training and computation time since the training time is a function of 
number of features. The higher the features the higher the training time [11]. The vibration 
signal has been employed for BRB fault detection in [15], the principal component analysis 
(PCA) is first deployed to trim down irrelevant features, and the linear discriminant analysis 
(LDA) technique is then used for classification. The PCA process involves screening data to 
create orthogonal features, by reducing dimensionality from 16-3-2 as shown in Fig. 2.6. The 
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result shows that method has the potential of correctly classifying faults. However, an 
overlap can be seen between faults and healthy motors, and the fault severity cannot be 
clearly classified using this method.    
A supervised ANN approach was presented in [16]. A multi-layer feed-forward neural 
network with the back-propagation algorithm is designed to accommodate a number of 
features to prevent high computation time. Fig. 2.7 displays the algorithm for harnessing 
features for training and fault detection using ANN. About 16 neural network modules 
comprising of 67 input factors are used to identify the machine condition. A unique feature 
of this method is the synchronization of ANN with a fuzzy logic. Developing a generic ANN 
model is cumbersome, because doing that will require a humongous data set that will impact 
adversely on computation time when trying to achieve convergence through finding mean 
square error for data set. According to [17], integrating ANN with fuzzy network creates a 
hybrid neural network that has generic property. This is possible because fuzzy logic is able 
to interpret empirical information as numerical value by some functions [18]. The issues of 
lack of memory space and high computation time is taken care of by this method. The 
different module had different input in relation to fault condition under survey and results 
show that technique can be relied on.   
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                                                       (a)                                                                                                                                                                            
 
(b) 
Figure 0.6: Training data set for 3-dimensional problem after applying PCA (cross-
validation 1): red - healthy bars, blue - broken bars (b) Training data set for 2-dimensional 
problem after applying PCA (cross-validation 1): red - healthy bars, blue - broken bars [15] 
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Artificial Ant System (AAS) unsupervised machine learning approach differs from the 
supervised approach in that the former does not require any expert knowledge. An 
unsupervised AAS approach is presented in [19] for detection of induction motor faults, such 
as BRBs and bearing failure diagnosis. A BRB fault is treated as an electrical fault, while the 
bearing fault is a mechanical fault. The classification is done using the Ant clustering 
technique. The proposed methodology can identify faults with limited information.  
 
Figure 0.7: Training and testing data production algorithm [15]. 
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Feature screening is carried out and three different machine learning techniques, 
Artificial Ant Clustering (AAC), Adaptive-Network-based Fuzzy Inference System 
(ANFIS), and the Multi-Layer Feed-Forward network (MLFF), are deployed for training and 
classification of induction motor faults in [19]. Classification results in Table 2.1 for all three 
techniques shows that the AAC boosts the best accuracy with a 1.33% error rate. The final 
classification result is presented in Fig. 2.8. AAC proves to be the most effective of AI 
techniques reviewed. 
Table 0.1: Performance Comparison of the AAC, MLFF, and the ANFIS [18] 
 
 
Figure 0.8: Test set in the three-dimensional feature space (Fop) after standardization. 
Healthy machine ⟨⟨   ⟩⟩, defective machine ⟨⟨ ⟩⟩, bearing failure ⟨⟨ ⟩⟩ [19].  
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Condition Monitoring Techniques for Induction Motor 
Comparative review of various techniques 
 One of the quests of this thesis is to find the most reliable method for condition 
monitoring and fault diagnosis of BRB fault of induction motors. The literature review of 
implemented techniques could provide insight to a reliable and effective technique. 
Extensive review of previous work on the subject of interest can set a good precedence 
for an exciting thesis program. The following published manuscript will show a more 
comprehensive review.   
This manuscript has already been published in the Proceedings of 2017 IEEE Industry 
Applications Society (IAS) Annual Meeting, pp. 1-10, Cincinnati, OH, USA, October 1- 5, 
2017. This paper was presented in the conference by Dr. Xiaodong Liang. The co-author 
Kenneth Edomwandekhoe conducted the literature review, wrote part of the paper under the 
supervision of Dr. Liang. Dr. Liang wrote part of the paper and modify the whole paper.  
A few adjustments were done on the figures, tables and referencing in the manuscript 
in order to conform to Memorial University manuscript standard format. 
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Condition Monitoring Techniques for Induction Motor 
Xiaodong Liang, Senior Member IEEE, Kenneth Edomwandekhoe. Student Member 
IEEE 
Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science, Memorial University of Newfoundland,  
St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada  
Abstract- Induction motors are used in various work environment and critical 
industrial processes; operating conditions and well-being of these machines need to be 
monitored to avoid potential failures. In this paper, an extensive literature review is 
conducted for condition monitoring techniques for induction motors. Various state-of-
art techniques are presented and summarized under three categories: 1) signature 
extraction-based approach, 2) model-based approach, and 3) knowledge-based 
approach. Advantages and drawbacks of several commonly used methods are 
demonstrated. Although research has been conducted in this area for several decades, 
condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of induction motors remains an active 
research area, especially recent emerging transition from traditional techniques to 
knowledge-based approach using artificial intelligent, which opens a pathway to an 
exciting new research direction.         
   Index Terms — Artificial intelligent, condition monitoring, induction motors, 
machine learning, signal processing. 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 
   Induction motors are most widely used electric machines in various industrial sectors 
and home appliances due to their compactness, ruggedness, and reliability features. Compare 
to other types of motors, induction motors require the least maintenance. Although relatively 
robust, faults still occur in induction motors, which can interrupt critical processes and 
production [20] [21][22].  
The maintenance of an induction motor can be classified into three types: 1) scheduled 
maintenance; 2) breakdown maintenance; and 3) condition-based maintenance. The 
scheduled maintenance involves the planned scrutiny and repair of machines at a given time, 
which usually requires an expert to effectively overhaul and pinpoint motor defects, so that 
repair can be done before the machine resumes work. The breakdown maintenance employs 
the process of allowing the machine to run until it eventually wears out. This maintenance 
methodology is more costly, due to having to replace the entire machine rather than repair or 
replace parts. The condition-based maintenance includes observing and getting periodic 
update about the condition of a machine during operation and taking proactive step when a 
fault is at the incipient stage, to avoid severe damage and unplanned process down-time [20]. 
Therefore, it has become necessary to develop a condition-based maintenance culture, which 
will prevent untimely interruption of work process, reduce process downtime and 
maintenance costs [20] [21][22]. The principal objective of condition monitoring techniques 
is to construct a reliable mechanism for fault detection at the incipient stage, so that the 
machine can be shut down in a controlled manner for checking and repairing, thus avoiding 
excess outage time imposed by sudden breakdown [21].   
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Industrial survey has revealed that a large percentage of faults occur at stators, rotors, 
and bearings [21]-[24]. The statistical percentages of fault occurrence and fault types are 
shown in Fig. 2.9 [20]-[24]. Similar survey results for medium-size induction motors 
conducted by IEEE industrial application society (IAS) and Electric Power Research Institute 
(EPRI) are provided in Table 2.2 [25].     
Faults in machines usually occur in a cascade sequence, a certain fault occurrence at a 
point in the machine could deteriorate and cause a more severe fault occurrence at other 
location in the machine. For example, a fault stimulated by unbalance voltage supply initially 
provokes an inter-turn fault through stator winding insulation degradation, which could 
further deteriorate to a single line fault and a line-to-line fault [20]-[22]. The cascade fault 
sequence phenomenon makes it imperative to detect faults at the incipient stage [22].  
The fault detection can be divided into three fundamental categories: 1) signature 
extraction based approach; 2) model-based approach; 3) knowledge-based approach 
[26][27].   Condition monitoring techniques can also be classified into two broad types: 
invasive and non-invasive. Table 2.3 highlights advantages and disadvantages under the two 
types.  
In this paper, an extensive literature review is conducted for state-of-the-art condition 
monitoring techniques for induction motors. The three fundamental categories are discussed 
in detail serving as the backbone of the paper. These approaches are applied to detect several 
critical conditions of induction motors including broken rotor bars, stator winding inter-turn 
fault and insulation deterioration, and bearing fault. The objective of this review is to strike 
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a balance between accuracy of methodology and implementation constraint with economic 
advantage in view.  
The paper is organized as follows: in Sections II, III and IV, the signature extraction-
based approach, the model-based approach, and the knowledge-based approach are 
explained, respectively, several techniques related to each approach are demonstrated; 
conclusion are drawn in Section IV.  
 
Figure 0.9: Fault types and percentage of occurrence in induction motors [20]-[24] 
Table 0.2: Fault Survey Results for Induction Motors from IEEE-IAS and EPRI [25] 
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Table 0.3: Stator end winding insulation failure due to broken rotor bar fragment in a 6.6-
kV 500-kW induction motor [28]: 
Invasive Methods Non-Invasive Methods 
Advantages Disadvantages Advantages Disadvantages 
Provide accurate and 
reliable results through 
the use of sensors 
Installation of special 
sensors are required  
Does not require 
installation of special 
sensors. 
An indirect approach  
A more direct approach Complex installation 
process 
Relatively easy 
implementation procedure. 
It might require expert’s 
opinion.  
It might not require 
much expertise to 
understand result. 
A more expensive technique More economical approach It does require a more 
analytical approach 
 It might interference with 
motor normal operation 
during application. 
No interference with 
normal motor operation 
during application. 
 
 
II.  THE SIGNATURE EXTRACTION BASED APPROACH 
The signature extraction-based approach is utilized by surveying fault signatures in 
time and/or frequency domain. Signatures extracted from recorded signals are employed to 
diagnose faults. Significant amount of research has been done in this area [27]. Among 
various condition monitoring techniques, monitoring signals can be current, voltage, power, 
vibration, temperature, and acoustic emission.  
When considering condition monitoring, the investigation usually involves steady-
state and transient-state modes. Prior to the innovation in signal processing, researchers 
concentrated on fault detection techniques in steady-state mode, which includes techniques 
such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). With the innovation in signal processing, techniques 
that study transient mode have attracted more research interests [21].  
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A.   Broken Rotor Bars (Steady-state Analysis) 
It has been proven that faults of induction motors introduce additional frequency 
components in the stator current signal, therefore, stator currents as input data are widely 
used in condition monitoring, and the frequency spectrum of the stator current is analyzed 
for condition monitoring purpose [21]-[14], [28]-[34]. The classical approach used in an 
industrial environment for the detection of broken rotor bars in induction motors is based on 
the analysis of the stator current in steady state [34].  
Among various spectral analysis methods, Motor Current Signature Analysis (MCSA) 
is one of the most popular techniques for online monitoring induction motors in an industrial 
environment. It has remote monitoring capability using the stator current as monitoring 
signal, which can be conveniently measured at the motor control center. This remote 
monitoring capability is an advantage of MCSA over vibration, speed, or flux spectrum 
analysis. MCSA has been most successful in detecting broken rotor bars or end rings [28].  
The frequency of the motor current spectrum for a faulty motor with broken rotor bars 
is characterize by a certain upper and lower band frequencies, otherwise known as sideband 
frequencies [21]-[24], [28]-[34]. Most research on broken rotor bar fault have mainly focused 
on steady-state condition. Nonetheless, some research investigation has shown that steady-
state study cannot be relied on under certain conditions [34].  
For a healthy motor, there is symmetry of cage winding, and only forward rotating 
field exist, thus, the rotor frequency equation is shown in Equation (1). However, with the 
presence of a broken rotor bar fault, asymmetry exists and a resultant backward rotating field 
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relative to forward rotating rotor generates additional frequency in the motor current 
harmonic spectrum [32]-[34]. The frequency is known as a lower side band rotor frequency 
expressed in Equation (2). An upper sideband current constituent is prompted by the stator 
winding, which is due to rotor oscillation as shown in Equation 3 [29]-[35].  
                                                
12 sff =                     (1) 
                                        ( )sff lowerb 211_ −=              (2) 
                                        ( )sff upperb 211_ +=           (3) 
From Equations (1)-(3), the broken rotor bar fault generates a resultant current 
constituent of frequencies expressed in Equation (4) [23] [24], [29]-[35].  
                                              ( )sffb 211 =                 (4) 
Where, fb represents broken bars frequency, f1 is the supply frequency, and s is the rotor 
slip. 
References [28]-[29] provide a general formula for multiple frequency bands related 
to a broken rotor bar as follows: 
                          ( ) 3,2,1,211 == kksffb …n   (5)   
It is reported in [29] that additional frequency components related a broken rotor bar 
exist, which can be observed from the stator current harmonic spectrum as follows: 
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Where, p is the number of pole pairs, and k/p = 1, 2, 3…n 
A single broken rotor bar could not instantaneously cause induction motor failure. 
However, a multiple broken rotor bars could cause motor start-up failure due to insufficient 
accelerating torque during start-up procedure [29]. MCSA provides sensitive detection of 
broken rotor bars, the criterion for fault threshold is well established between−50 dB and 
−35 dB with respect to the fundamental component [28].  
Although MCSA has been successful in the field, false fault indication is a common 
issue using this technology. A false positive (FP) indication (false alarm) refers to the case 
where a fault alarm is given for a healthy rotor, which can result in unnecessary inspection 
of the motor and interruption of the process. A false negative (FN) indication refers to the 
case where MCSA fails to detect a fault condition. The consequence can be very serious. For 
example, protrusion of a broken bar or a bar fragment into the air gap or stator end winding 
can lead to a forced outage of the motor and the entire process that it drives. Fig. 2.10 shows 
a broken bar fragment causing stator end winding insulation failure of a 6.6-kV 500-kW 
induction motor. Typical causes of FP and FN are shown in Table 2.4 (III) [28].  
As an example, the rotor axial air duct causing FP as listed in Table 2.4 (III) is 
demonstrated in [36].  Rotor axial air ducts are used in large motors for cooling and reducing 
weight and material. Axial air ducts cause the reluctance of the magnetizing flux path to vary 
depending on the relative position between rotor ducts and the rotating magnetic field. The 
magnetic asymmetry produced by air ducts can result in the modulation of the magnetizing 
current proportional to twice the slip frequency, i.e., 2sf1. The ducts produce 2sf1 current 
sidebands if the pole number of poles and the number of air ducts of the motor are equal. In 
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this case, the modulation of stator current causes torque pulsation and motor vibration at 
2sf1, which can be misinterpreted as rotor faults, when current- or vibration-based spectrum 
analysis is performed. A direct example of this from the field is a 6.6-kV 2400-kW eight-
pole motor at a power plant in USA that was diagnosed with a rotor damage. The broken-bar 
frequency component measured with MCSA was between −32 dB and −37 dB, which 
exceeded the alarm level and indicated a broken rotor bar. The vibration spectrum analysis 
indicated a broken bar as well. However, when the motor was examined, it turned out to be 
a false positive indication due to equal number of axial kidney holes and poles in this motor 
[36]. 
 
Figure 0.10: Stator end winding insulation failure due to broken rotor bar fragment in a 
6.6-kV 500-kW induction motor [28] 
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Table 0.4: FSC values: (a) FSC vs. the number of BRBs, (b) FSC vs. sample number using 
TLS ESPRIT [37]. 
 
 
Figure 0.11: MCSA results for the same motor with a broken rotor bar under a 
constant load and a gradual varying load condition [28]. 
Another issue with MCSA is that MCSA is intended for steady-state operation, so it 
becomes ineffective for cases where the load level varies with time. MCSA results for the 
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same motor with a broken rotor bar under a constant load (1785 r/min) and a gradual varying 
load (1775–1795 r/min) condition are shown in Fig. 2.11. It is found that the fb component 
exceeds −45 dB for the case of a constant load, which can lead to a correct fault detection, 
but for the case a gradual varying load, the fb component is measured below −55 dB although 
the machine does have a broken rotor bar [28]. 
In addition to the MCSA, a subspace spectral estimation technique, also known as 
high-resolution spectral analysis, is proposed in [37] to detect broken rotor bars and bearing 
faults. Stator current measurements serve as the signal. The advantage of this technique is 
that it can detect the faults and also determine their severity. Frequency components 
including frequencies close to the fundamental frequency are separated based on high-
resolution spectral analysis. Once fault sensitive frequencies are estimated, their 
corresponding amplitudes are obtained by using the least squares estimator, and a fault 
severity criterion is derived from the amplitude estimates [37].  
The fault severity is represented by Fault Severity Criterion (FSC) values, a higher 
FSC value means a more severe fault. Fig. 2.12(a) shows the FSC values for an induction 
motor vs. the number of broken rotor bars (BRBs), where 0 corresponds to a healthy 
induction motor without a broken rotor bar, and other values correspond to the number of 
broken rotor bars. The two methods, Root-MUSIC and TLS-ESPRIT are used and show 
comparable results in Fig. 2.12(a). Fig. 2.12(a) indicates that the FSC value increases with 
the number of broken rotor bars. Fig. 2.12(b) shows the FSC values vs. sample number using 
the TLS ESPRIT method. This figure indicates that the FSC values also increase with sample 
number [37].  
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B.   Broken Rotor Bars (Transient Analysis) 
Although widely used, the spectral analysis of the stator current in steady state for 
broken rotor bar detection has two major issues: 1) load dependence; 2) exterior influences.  
Regarding load dependence, the separation of the frequency associated with broken 
rotor bars and the main frequency is dependent on motor inertia, and thus, as load increases, 
the separation increases. With a lower load, the separation could decrease until both spectral 
lines cannot be distinguished, making it difficult to detect the fault. Under the 
aforementioned condition the steady state investigation technique cannot be termed reliably 
[34]. Also, continuous fluctuations of motor load give rise to changes in frequency associated 
with the broken rotor bar, thus, making it difficult to automatically detect the rotor fault [34].  
Regarding external influences, frequencies similar to those used for rotor bar breakage 
detection can be generated by other causes, such as low-frequency oscillating torque loads, 
voltage fluctuations, bearing faults, voltage fluctuations etc, which reduces reliable fault 
detection [34].  
To overcome these problems, the analysis of the current and/or other magnitudes 
during transient processes of induction machines have been recently investigated [33] 
[34][38].      
In References [33] [34], an algorithm to detect broken rotor bars based on the Discrete 
Wavelet Transform (DWT) application on the start-up current transient is proposed. A 
phenomenon known as single mean-square computation determines a weighing function, and 
from its value, the motor condition is monitored online. 
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The Field Gateway Programmable Array (FGPA) is used for the implementation of the 
algorithm. The method uses time-scale decomposition of the original signal to detect the 
frequency associated with broken rotor bar fault and determine its severity. The amplitude 
of frequency associated with broken rotor bars increases when there is increase in load and 
the number of broken rotor bars. When the load on a motor is near a name-plate value, the 
speed of the motor is far below the speed under no load. In this state, the motor fault 
frequency related to broken rotor bars is more alienated from the main operating frequency, 
thus making it easy to detect. However, when the motor load is close to no-load, the fault 
frequency associated with broken rotor bars becomes difficult to identify because it’s close 
to the motor operating frequency [33] [34].  
 
                                                            (a) 
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                                                            (b) 
Figure 0.12: FSC values: (a) FSC vs. the number of BRBs, (b) FSC vs. sample 
number using TLS ESPRIT [37]. 
The Wavelet theory has proven to be a powerful tool for the analysis of transient 
processes. The DWT decomposes the motor start-up transient current into a set of low 
frequency signals. Each signal contains the information of the original signal within a certain 
frequency band. When a broken rotor bar occurs, a characteristic harmonic with a particular 
frequency variation appears during the motor start-up process. The evolution of this 
harmonic is reflected clearly in the low-frequency wavelet signals, which allows the 
detection of broken rotor bars because the same healthy machine will not have such a 
particular frequency variation. The proposed approach in [34] focuses on low frequency 
high-order wavelet signals, the frequency bands for these signals are shown in Table IV. Fig. 
2.13 shows the Wavelet analysis of a start-up current and the FFT analysis of a steady-state 
current for a loaded machine with two broken rotor bars [34].   
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Table 0.5: Frequency Bands for High Order Wavelet Signals [34] 
 
 
Figure 0.13: Loaded machine with two broken rotor bars. (a) Wavelet analysis of 
start-up current, (b) FFT analysis of the current in steady state [34]. 
To apply the proposed method in [34], the guideline is that the start-up time of an 
induction motor should be longer than 0.5 s. One drawback of this method is that it is not 
suitable for induction motors supplied power by variable frequency drives. Luckily, the 
 
                                                        (a) 
 
                                                        (b) 
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broken rotor bar detection for variable speed drive-fed induction motors at start-up can be 
achieved by high-resolution spectral analysis proposed in [39], where the time–frequency 
spectrum is able to graphically show a different pattern for healthy and faulty conditions of 
the motor [37] [39].  
Reference [38] proposes an automated method for the detection of the number of 
broken rotor bars of an induction motor. It is based on transient analysis of the start-up 
current using wavelet approximation signal, which isolates a characteristic component that 
emerges once a rotor bar is broken. After the isolation of this component, a number of stages 
are applied that transform the continuous-valued signal into a discrete one [38].   
C. Stator Winding Inter-turn Faults and Winding Insulation Monitoring   
Stator faults such as a single line to ground fault are often a result of winding insulation 
degradation. The inter-turn defect is considered to be the source of insulation deterioration 
resulted from the cumulative damage from the dielectric stresses of over voltages, high 
temperature, and other adverse conditions. If undetected, these defects can increase in size 
until a catastrophic fault occurs, thus damaging the machine. The early detection of stator 
winding insulation deterioration prior to a complete failure provides an opportunity for a 
scheduled maintenance to be performed without the loss of production time [21]-[24] 
[29][40][41]. Several techniques are proposed: effective negative-sequence impedance [41], 
voltage mismatch [40] [42], short term averaging of forwards and backwards rotating stator 
current phasors [43], air-gap flux [44], and three-phase currents [32] etc.  When the three-
phase currents monitoring method is used, a harmonics analysis is required. Ideally, only a 
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single space harmonic exists in the rotor magnetic field of an induction motor, but in actual 
machines, owing to rotor slotting; the rotor magnetic field does have additional harmonics 
[32].  
It has been reported in [29] that axial leakage flux can help detect inter-turn fault. 
Voltage induced in a search coil place in the centre of the machine shaft is a function of the 
flux component [30]. Equation (7) is the voltage spectral component used for detecting this 
fault type known as rotor slot harmonics [24] [32].    
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Where k = 1, 3, n = 1, 2, 3 and p is number of pole pairs, and s is the slip. The rotor 
slot harmonics frequency depends on the number of rotor slots, supply frequency, slip and 
machine pole pairs. Rotor slot harmonic order can be calculated as follows [29] [32]: 
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Where Nr represents number of rotor slots, and p is the number of pole pairs, k=1, 2, 3… 
D.   Bearing Faults - Vibration and Acoustic Monitoring  
The bearing is an indispensable component of any electrical motor. Main duty of 
bearings is to provide slipping of the rotor inside the stator, maintaining a uniform air gap. 
Generally, there are two kinds of bearings, sleeve and rolling-element bearing. More often, 
rolling element (ball and roller) bearings have been used in many electrical machines while 
sleeve bearings are a good fit for large electrical machines. In general, a bearing has three 
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main components that can typically experience damage: inner race, outer race and rollers or 
balls [46]. Because bearing fault accounts for most fault in induction machines, thus it is of 
almost importance to monitor bearing condition [47].  
Vibration signal analysis is the most industrial accepted approach. Motor vibration data 
contains substantial analytical information about stator and rotor winding and core condition, 
air gap eccentricity, voltage or current unbalance etc. Most research on detecting bearing 
failure is based on vibration analysis [48] [49]. 
A motor current spectral method for bearing fault detection is proposed in [47] [50]. 
Their findings recommend that fault frequencies property that are present in motor vibration 
as a result of bearing faults can also be detected in the motor current. However, bearing defect 
in motor current is more tedious to detect than bearing defect in motor vibration. There are 
two types of bearing faults. Single point defects and generalized roughness. Fig.2.14 
represents a flow chart of the types of fault and their characteristics effects [50]. Every 
bearing fault has characteristic frequencies, which are expressed as follows [51]: 
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Where, Dp represents ball pitch diameter, FR represents speed of rotor,   is ball contact 
angle, NB is number of balls, and DB is ball diameter [51]. 
This method uses the peak amplitude signal as the indices for bearing fault detection. 
Amplitude signal for healthy and faulty bearings for no load and full load were obtained. It 
was discovered that amplitude peak increases when the size of outer race of bearing defect 
increases. For a varying load there was a varying amplitude peak, large enough to detect fault 
condition [49] [51]. 
The advantage of acoustic emission (AE) monitoring over vibration monitoring is that 
the former can detect the growth of subsurface cracks, whereas the latter can detect defects 
only when they appear on the surface. It is also important to note that the energy released by 
neighboring components in the vibrational frequency range (up to 50 kHz), which often 
masks the vibrational energy released from a defective rolling element bearing, do not affect 
the AE signal released in the very high frequency range. 
Nevertheless, the direct vibration spectrum from a defective bearing may not indicate 
the defect at the early stage [46] [51]. Figs. 2.15 and 2.16 shows vibration velocity signal 
output for a healthy and a faulty motor condition [51]. 
E.   Signal Injection Techniques  
The signal injection-based temperature estimation technique is an invasive method that 
requires injecting either a DC or an AC signal into the system [52]-[62]. The dc current 
injection technique was first introduced in 1980 by Derek A. Paice [52]. The idea is to let a 
small dc current (3% of the rated ac current) to flow through the motor winding in one phase 
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by means of a series asymmetric resistance. From the measurements of the dc current and dc 
voltage, the stator winding resistance and the temperature can be evaluated. 
 
Figure 0.14: Flowchart showing effects of two categories of bearing faults [51]. 
 
Figure 0.15: Spectrum of vibration velocity of a motor with a healthy bearing [51]. 
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Figure 0.16: Spectrum of vibration velocity for a motor with 1500μm bearing defect [51]. 
The disadvantages of the DC signal injection approach include: 1) additional hardware 
is required to realize the signal injection, 2) the estimated temperatures are average quantities 
so local hotspots in electrical circuits cannot be identified, and 3) the continuous injected dc 
current could cause torque pulsation and magnetic saturation.  
Reference [41] proposes an improved DC signal injection technique for stator-
resistance (Rs)–based thermal monitoring of small line-connected induction machines. A 
simple device is developed for injecting a small dc signal into line-connected induction 
machines for stator resistance estimation. The proposed scheme intermittently injects a 
controllable dc bias into the motor with very low power dissipation, which reduce the 
influence of torque pulsation caused by continuous injected dc current in [52]. Fig. 2.17 
shows this DC signal injection approach [60]. The obtained varying dc resistance can be used 
to perform temperature estimation and determine thermal time constant. This procedure is 
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independent on parameters of the machine, nor model. It’s relatively simpler method than 
the thermal model [54]. Based on the linear relationship of resistivity with temperature of the 
stator winding, the stator winding temperature is estimated as follows [57] [60][62]: 
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Where, R0 represents winding resistance at 25oC,   is a constant and a property of winding 
element, R0 and R are the resistance at T0 and T, respectively.  
The AC signal injection monitoring techniques are proposed in [53]-[57]. Both high 
frequency and low frequency signal can be used for this technique. Stator resistance - rotor 
resistance (Rs − Rr) based induction machine temperature estimation is proposed in [58]-[62]. 
Based on the estimated stator resistance and rotor resistance, stator and rotor temperature are 
estimated correspondingly [59]. 
 
Figure 0.17: DC equivalent circuit of source, motor and DC injection circuit [60]. 
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III.  THE MODEL-BASED APPROACH 
The model-based approach relies on machine’s mathematical modeling. Various 
approaches have been proposed to model the behavior of the induction motor under fault 
conditions [27].   
In Reference [63], an algorithm shown in Fig. 2.18 was developed for modeling and 
simulation of transient state of induction motor. The unbalanced voltage problems can be 
simulated using the created direct mathematical model of the induction motor. 
 
Figure 0.18: Block diagram of mathematical model for induction motors [63]. 
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Figure 0.19: Simulation of an asymmetrical induction motor model [66] 
In References [64]-[66], MATLAB/Simulink model of induction motor was 
implemented, and simulated results were analyzed for different faults conditions. The d-q 
model transform was employed for modeling of induction motor. Both healthy condition and 
asymmetry condition modeling for stator inter-turn fault was carried out. Fig. 2.19 shows 
simulation model for an asymmetric induction motor [66]. 
IV.  THE KNOWLEDGE-BASED APPROACH 
Artificial intelligent techniques have been applied in fault diagnosis of very complex 
time-varying and non-linear systems. However, their application in condition monitoring and 
fault diagnosis of induction motors is new.  
A comparison of various artificial intelligent methods including Naive Bayes, k-
Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Support Vector Machine (Sequential Minimal Optimization) 
(SVM/SMO), Artificial Neural Network (Multilayer Perceptron) (ANN/MLP), Repeated 
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Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction, and C4.5 Decision Tree is provided in [67], 
it is found that for stator faults, the KNN, and ANN/MLP methods show better performance 
with 100% accuracy; for broken rotor bars faults, both ANN/MLP and KNN methods have 
accuracy rates over 99.7%; for bearings faults, the KNN, ANN/MLP, and C4.5 methods 
present promising results; for multi-classification, the ANN/MLP and KNN methods 
exceeds 92.5% accuracy; for robustness tests with defective bearings, the SVM/SMO method 
shows the best performance in terms of accuracy and processing time [67]. Based on the 
comparison, it shows ANN has the best performance for various fault detection. In addition 
to ANN, the SVM started gaining attention recently in this research area, SVM has excellent 
performance in generalization, so it can produce high accuracy in classification of machine 
condition monitoring [49]. 
The implementation of ANN models for Fault prediction hinges in the fact that they 
can be used to infer a function from observations. This technique comes handy in 
applications when it`s practically impossible for computation to be done manually due to 
complexity of the data. Back-Propagation (BP) neural network is the most common type of 
ANN employed for solving fault diagnosis and prognosis problems. 
A unique advantage besides a few others that makes BP application stand out, is 
because it does not require the knowledge of the exact form of analytical function on which 
the model should be built. For a BP model to operate, certain precision application order 
such as function type, number and position of parameters are not required. Moreover, it is 
compatible with various conditional operation, for example it has capacity for a multi-input, 
multi-output, quantitative or qualitative, complex system with very good abilities of data 
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fusion, self-adaptation and parallel processing. Thus, it is best suited for fault diagnosis 
selection [68].  
BP is a multilayer feed-forward network usually containing the input layer, hidden 
layer, and output layer which employs the training methodology of error back propagation 
algorithm. Fig. 2.20 shows the BP neural network with a single hidden layer. BP network 
utilizes the steepest decent method by varying the weights and limits of the network to 
minimize the sum of squared errors [68] [69].  
The aim of ANN training is to attain the proper fit that meets the input and the target 
of training data. Following training of BP network, calculations for final output of the 
updated weight are carried out for each set of test data. For a given fault diagnosis type, the 
features collected after training can be utilized as database by BP network for prediction and 
classification of fault conditions of induction machines [68].  
Before application of ANN technique for broken rotor bar detection, the following 
were considered: 1) appropriate input variables selection, 2) number of output variables, and 
3) layers and neurons in each layer. Pilot test were carried out on the networks. The selected 
network is composed of two input variables. The first input variable represents harmonic 
amplitude associated with the broken rotor bar, the second input variable is the slip s, used 
for reliability improvement of the desired classification. Fig. 2.20 shows multilayer neural 
network construction for the broken rotor bar fault detection 
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Figure 0.20: Neural network architecture [69] 
The network is configured such that, there are two inputs neurons, one hidden layer of 
five neurons and two outputs neurons. The motor state neuron output corresponds to zero for 
the healthy machine, 0.5 corresponds to the case of one broken bar and 1 for the case of two 
broken bar. For the second neuron, which characterizes the load range. In this case, 0 
corresponds to the case of low loads, 0.5 corresponds to half loads and 1 corresponds to the 
full loads. All activations functions of neurons are sigmoid. The training algorithm used is 
the BP gradient. With the chosen inputs, the results are acceptable after a few tens of 
iterations. Fig. 2.21 shows the broken rotor bars detection under different loads [69]. 
Reference [70] demonstrated the application of ANN for detection of four types of 
bearing faults. Fig. 2.22 shows the learning curve of neural network (NN) with eight input 
features. The training stops when the Mean Square Error (MSE) reaches zero or a predefined 
maximum number of epochs is reached. Fig. 2.22 confirms that the training with average 75 
epochs, (defined limit for this case) satisfy the MSE stopping condition. 
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Figure 0.21: Normalized amplitudes of broken rotor bar components at different 
loads and motor states (the motor is 1.1 kW) [69]. 
ANN can also be used for insulation degradation fault detection. A specialist model 
procedure of ANN was employed in [71] [72]. The K-means algorithm operates condition-
based monitoring by separating the data in individual classes, but unable to give 
interpretation motor condition, thus expert knowledge is required. 
 
Figure 0.22: The learning curve of NN with eight input feature [70]. 
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V.   CONCLUSIONS 
Various condition monitoring approaches for induction motors have been discussed in 
this paper under the three categories: 1) signature extraction-based approach, 2) model-based 
approach, and 3) knowledge-based approach. The strengths and drawbacks for several 
commonly used methods are analyzed comparatively.  
Due to non-invasive nature of knowledge-based approach using artificial intelligent 
and machine learning and its excellent performance, it can be concluded that this method: 1) 
is a more reliable methodology; 2) can be employed for real-time condition monitoring; and 
3) has high accuracy. The reliability and accuracy of this technique can compensate for the 
relative time constrain associated with data training required prior to the fault classification, 
which is usually perceived as a drawback. Therefore, the knowledge-based approach using 
artificial intelligent and machine learning opens a pathway to an exciting new research 
direction in condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of induction motors. 
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Abstract- Traditional fast Fourier transform (FFT) has gained enormous 
recognition for broken rotor bar (BRB) fault detection in induction motors using the 
sideband features as fault indices, however, the false alarm from inaccurate diagnosis 
remains a major setback associated with the technique. This paper presents two reliable 
spectral analysis approaches for BRB fault detection and analysis for induction motors: 
Thompson Multitaper (MTM) power spectral density (PSD) estimate, and Welch PSD 
estimate. The two methods are implemented using the simulated stator current signal 
of an induction motor obtained by the finite element method. The Finite Element 
analysis software, ANSYS, is used to design and simulate different motor conditions: a 
healthy motor, a motor with one, two and three BRBs. It is verified that the proposed 
methods provide robust and reliable BRB fault detection for induction motors.  
   Index Terms- Induction motor, Spectral analysis, Thompson Multilayer power 
spectral density estimate, Welch power spectral density estimate. 
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І.    INTRODUCTION  
Induction motors are the corner stone for industrial machinery operation today. Up to 
80% of energy conversion in the industry involves induction motors because of their 
ruggedness, reliability, and fairly cheap maintenance practice. Due to their applications in 
critical industrial processes, incipient detection of various faults, such as mechanical, 
electrical, and thermal, during operation are very important.  
Current spectral analysis diagnostic method has been reported in a number of 
literatures for induction motors fault detection. The most popular technique is the motor 
current signature analysis (MCSA). In [1], the traditional MCSA is used to detect the 
presence of one broken rotor bar (BRB) fault in induction motors, and the fault identification 
is based on the presence of additional side bands amid the fundamental motor current 
frequency. The sidebands that emerge as a result of broken rotor bars are caused by distorted 
symmetry in the rotor circuit. Upper and lower sidebands can be obtained by decomposition 
of the asymmetry condition into positive and negative phase sequence components. 
Sidebands induced by BRBs can be validated by the equation,  fs)21(   where s is the slip of 
the motor, and f is the excitation current frequency [2].  
However, the traditional MCSA has drawbacks, such as inability to manage varying 
time condition, and inaccurate or false diagnostic. The severity of BRB faults is associated 
with the amplitude increase of sidebands. For an increased number of broken rotor bars, there 
is a consequent increase in the peak of sidebands measured in db. However, unbalanced 
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voltage supply can also introduce asymmetry and additional sidebands. This similarity can 
present conflict in deciphering the source of the fault [3].  
Considering that the traditional fast Fourier transform (FFT) cannot process non-
stationary signals, the short time Fourier transform (STFT) is employed for the motor 
transient condition with the time-frequency representation in [4]. However, the STFT also 
has its limitation with characteristics of applying a fixed window to all signals, which 
introduces the loophole of data loss due to approximation and low resolution. To eliminate 
the drawback of STFT, this paper presents two techniques that resolve unreliability common 
with the aforementioned methods. The proposed two spectral analysis techniques, Thompson 
Multitaper PSD estimation, and Welch PSD estimation, cater for the loss of data information 
by performing a gross average of the segmented signals with application of suitable widow 
property, and thus, eliminate inaccuracies.  The paper is structured as follows: In Section II, 
the modeling and analysis of induction motors using the finite element method are discussed; 
In Section III, the two proposed spectral techniques are presented, and the simulation data 
are analyzed using the two techniques; conclusions are drawn in Section IV.   
II. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
   A. Induction Motor Used in Finite Element Analysis 
Finite Element (FE) analysis is a numerical approach for solving parameters 
represented in differential equations in electromagnetic devices, which allows geometrical 
shape representation, nonlinear effect analysis, material properties and boundary conditions 
in different regions of the machine. The Finite Element analysis software ANSYS is used in 
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this paper. The design data entered into the software include: machine type, dimensions of 
the stator and rotor of the machine, number of poles, control type, specifications of windings, 
slots, wires, conductors, and insulation [5].  
There are four fundamental steps involved in modeling an induction motor using 
ANSYS: 1) Description of geometrical parameters, and construction of a two-dimensional 
(2D) model; 2) Definition of physical parameters such as regions and materials; 3) 
Construction of an electric circuit model; and 4) Meshing of the study domain and solving 
problem. Fig. 1 shows the complete geometrical 2D models of the induction motor under 
investigation in this paper for four different scenarios: 1) a healthy motor; 2) the motor with 
one BRB; 3) the motor with 2 BRBs; 4) the motor with 3 BRBs. All four scenarios consider 
75% loading of the motor. The highlight rotor bar in Fig. 3.1 represent a broken rotor bar. 
Parameters of the machine used in the simulation are detailed in Table 3.1 (I). 
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Figure 0.1: Induction motor FE analysis model at 75% loading: (a) a healthy motor, 
(b) a motor with 1BRB, (c) a motor with 2BRBs, and (d) a motor with 3 BRBs. 
Table 0.1: Specifications of Induction Motor Used in the Simulation  
General data Stator Rotor 75% loading 
Pout, kW 3 Number of 
Slots 
44 36 Stator resistance, 
Ohms  
0.806 
Line Voltage, V 240 
 Number of Poles 4 Inner diameter, 
mm 
136 48 Rotor resistance, 
Ohms  
0.778 
Speed, rpm 1724 
Frequency, Hz 60 Type of steel M19_24G Inductance, Henry 0.0006 
 Length of bar, 
mm 
4.5 1.75 Torque, Nm 10 
B. Simulation Signals 
The simulated motor phase currents for the four scenarios, a healthy motor and the 
same motor with different number of broken rotor bars, are shown in Fig. 3.2. These 
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simulated current signals can be further screened and used for BRB fault diagnosis for 
induction motors. Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 show the corresponding speed and torque characteristics 
for the four scenarios. It can be clearly visualized that BRB faults have direct impact on 
speed and torque of induction motors. 
 
Figure 0.2: Simulated induction motor stator current at 75% loading using ANSYS 
for the four scenarios defined in Fig. 3.1. 
 
Figure 0.3: Simulated induction motor speed signal at 75% loading using ANSYS for 
the four scenarios defined in Fig. 3.1. 
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Figure 0.4: Simulated induction motor torque signal at 75% loading using ANSYS: (a) a 
healthy motor, (b) a motor with 1BRB, (c) a motor with 2BRBs, and (d) a motor with 3BRBs. 
III. THE PROPOSED SPECTRAL ANALYSIS METHODS 
A. The Multitaper Method  
The Thomson Multitaper estimator has been successfully applied in many areas for 
spectral analysis. In this method, the data are multiplied with special windows (tapers) before 
the frequency decomposition. The windows often used are the Discrete Prolate Spheroidal 
Sequences (DPSS), developed by Slepian and Pollack. A Fourier Transform is performed 
after multiplying data with DPSS windows, and the absolute square of the resulting signal is 
calculated. The procedure is repeated with K different orthogonal windows, K statistically 
uncorrelated estimates of the spectra are generated. The number K = 2TW – 1, where T is 
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the window size, and W is the bandwidth. The DPSS windows are selected for favorable 
spectral leakage properties. Both orthogonality and time-frequency concentration of the 
windows are vital to the success of this method [6], [7]. 
For a given stationary discrete-time random process, x(n), the spectrum S(MT)(f) can 
be estimated from N samples x = [x(0), x(1), ..., x(N−1)]T of the process by using Thomson 
Multitaper estimator as follows [6]:  
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Where, ( )( )fS MT   is the multitaper estimate, )( fSk   is a windowed periodogram obtained 
by using the data window  ℎ𝑘 =  [ℎ𝑘(0) . . . ℎ𝑘(𝑁 − 1)]𝑇 , and N is the number of data 
samples. In a simple form, the multitaper method simply averages the K modified 
periodograms to produce the multitaper PSD estimate. K represents partitioned signal 
segment. In this paper, in order to analyze frequency characteristics, the raw data of the 
simulated stator currents of the healthy motor and the motor with BRBs in Fig. 3.2 are 
processed using Thomson Multitaper method.  
The results of the two-sided PSD estimation of the current input is shown in Fig. 3.5. 
Table 3.2 (II) summarizes critical sidebands’ amplitudes and frequencies.  It was observed 
in Fig. 3.5 and Table 3.2 (II) that, for every BRB fault, both amplitude and frequency are 
affected. There is a concomitant increase in amplitude (measured in db) for additional BRB. 
This assertion is verified by carefully observing the amplitude of the sample bands separated 
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by the widow feature application of the MTM technique. It is easy to identify immediate 
consequence of an additional BRB by monitoring different frequency bands and amplitude. 
The reference line indicates the instantaneous influence for each additional BRB. The results 
obtained in this paper agree with that based on the experimental approach in [8]. 
B. Welch Power Spectral Density 
The Welch PSD estimation involves separating the signal into multiple segments, 
screening modified periodograms of these sections and averaging these modified 
periodograms. Each segment is associated with a Hanning window. The modified 
periodograms are averaged to obtain the PSD estimate. When it’s difficult to divide the 
length of input signal exactly into an integer number of segments with 50% overlap, the input 
signal can be condensed consequently [9]. The procedure implementing the Welch PSD 
estimation is listed as follows [10]:  
1) The input signal is divided into overlapping segments. 
2) The specified window is applied to each segment. 
3) FFT is applied to the windowed data. 
4) The periodogram of each windowed fragment is calculated.  
5) The resultant average fragments of the signal form the spectral estimate. 
The MATLAB tool box is employed for implementation of the Welch PSD estimation 
technique. The purpose of the hanning window function is to reduce the side-lobe level in 
the spectral density estimate. For the nonrectangular method of window analysis for a signal 
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(𝑛) , the window hop size R is specified within the average signal range to prevent non-
uniformity introduced to the signal.  In this case, a rectangular Hanning window is chosen, 
and thus, R is set as ½ of M, where M represents the length of a signal. The window is 
applied, and the overlap parameter adopted in MATLAB tool box is 𝑀 − 𝑅.   In this paper, 
the simulated stator current signals from ANSYS in Fig. 3.2 are used to obtain welch PSD 
estimate, and the results are a one-sided PSD estimate as shown in Fig. 3.6. Table 3.3 (III) 
also shows tabulated sideband frequency and amplitude for the four scenarios. It is found 
that for increased BRBs, there is an observable increase in amplitude, which is evident in the 
reference line indicating the effect of fault severity.    
Thomson Multitaper estimator and Welch PSD estimation method can reduce 
variability in the periodogram by averaging over approximately uncorrelated PSD estimates. 
However, the two methods differ in how uncorrelated PSD estimations are produced. The 
Thomson Multitaper technique is a non-parametric method, it uses the full signal in each 
modified periodogram, and the orthogonality of the Slepian tapers decorrelates different 
modified periodograms. On the other hand, Welch’s method is a parametric method, it uses 
overlapped segment averaging approach of the signal in each modified periodogram, and the 
segmenting decorrelates different modified periodograms. 
 Tables 3.2 (II) and 3.3 (III) indicate that both techniques follow the similar trend of 
maintaining the amplitude increase as the spectrum of selected segment changes with an 
increased number of BRBs. The amplitude for the two techniques increases in the order of -
17.47 db, -36.57 db, -40 db, -42.45 db, and -28.24 db, -40 db, -52.24 db and -57.63 db. The 
numerical difference between the two techniques can be attributed to the halving of signal 
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window employed by Welch PSD technique whereas the full signal is applied for Thompson 
PSD. This approach results in an exaggerated average in higher values as shown in Table 3.3 
(III). However, the wide acclaimed and expected amplitude db value for a single BRB fault 
(being between -35 db and -50 db), is well represented in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 with Fig. 3.5 
showing -36.57 db and Fig. 3.6 showing -40 db.   
Figure 0.5: Thompson Multitaper estimation for current spectrum: (a) a healthy motor; (b) 
a motor with 1BRB; (c) a motor with 2BRBs; (d) a motor with 3BRBs 
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Figure 0.6: Welch PSD estimation for current spectrum: (a) a healthy motor; (b) a motor with 
1BRB; (c) a motor with 2BRBs; (d) a motor with 3BRBs. 
Table 0.2: AMPLITUDES FOR DIFFERENT BRB FAUCLTS USING THOMSON 
                                  MULTITAPER ESTIMATOR 
A healthy motor A motor with 1BRB A motor with 2BRBs A motor with 3BRBs 
Frequency 
(Hz) X-axis 
Amplitude
(db)Y- axis 
Frequency 
(Hz) X-axis 
Amplitude  
(db)Y-axis 
Frequency  
(Hz)X-axis 
Amplitude 
(db)Y- axis 
Frequency  
(Hz)X-axis 
Amplitude  
(db)Y-axis 
324.87 −17.47 284.36 −36.57 258.097 −40 260.12 −42.45 
 
 
Table 0.3: Amplitudes for Different BRB Faults Using Welch PSD Estimation 
A healthy motor A motor with 1BRB A motor with 2BRBs A motor with 3BRBs 
Frequency 
(Hz) X-axis 
Amplitude 
(db)Y- axis 
Frequency 
(Hz) X axis 
Amplitude  
(db)Y- axis 
Frequency 
(Hz)X axis 
Amplitude 
(db)Y- axis 
Frequency(
Hz) X axis 
Amplitude  
(db)Y- axis 
324.87 −28.24 289.98 −40 257.59 −52.24 258.60 −57.63 
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C. BRB Faults Detection Using Welch PSD Estimation 
In this section, the Welch PSD estimation results are used for BRB faults detection 
through machine learning. The peaks of the spectrum unveil a clear cut evident of the three 
faults (i.e 1BRB, 2BRB and 3BRB). In order to enable training and selection of best features, 
the peaks of the spectrum are selected as sub-condition for classification. Table IV shows an 
excerpt of features used for classification, which includes the highlighted peaks of both x-
axis and y-axis, electrical power, mechanical power and time. These features are obtained 
from ANSYS simulation of the motor. The highlighted peaks in Fig. 3.7(a) can serve as part 
of the features because the standard yardstick for differentiating healthy motor from BRB 
faulted motor and the severity of BRB faults usually increases in sideband amplitudes, which 
correspond to x- and y-axis peaks. Thomson Multitaper estimator does not offer these 
features, so it is not considered.   
The linear support vector machine (SVM) classifier is used for training and 
classification in this paper. The linear SVM model is designed to find the most optimal 
hyperplane within the feature space with a high accuracy. It is a supervised SVM training 
model, in that each row has a label, an element and a class that allows classes to be identified 
after training [11]. The linear SVM model is trained using features in Table 3.4 (IV). The 
output results are shown in Fig. 3.7. Fig. 3.7 indicates that a 3BRB motor attains the highest 
peak quicker than a 2BRB motor, a 2BRB motor attains the highest peak quicker than a 
1BRB motor, and a 1BRB motor attains the highest peak quicker than a healthy motor. 
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Figure 0.7: Welch PSD estimation for power spectrum of x and y peaks; (b) SVM 
classification model for BRB faults for the induction motor. 
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Table 0.4: Feature Selected Using Welch PSD Estimation Technique for SVM 
Classification  
Labels Electrical 
Power 
Mechanical 
Power 
Time x-axis Peak y-axis Peak 
Healthy 
motor 
4376.42 3914 0.999 −499.75 −77 
1BRB 4805 3459 1.031 −465.9 −63.9 
2BRB 5246 3883 1.032 −474.25 −.51 
3BRB 5528 1967 1.119 −433 −48 
 
 
 
 
IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, two current spectral analysis techniques for broken rotor bar faults of 
induction motors based on Finite Element analysis, Thompson Multitaper estimator and 
Welch PSD Estimate, are proposed. It is found the two methods can effectively detect one 
broken rotor bar fault in induction motors.  The Welch PSD estimation can realize multiple 
BRBs fault detection through machine learning successfully.  
The finite element analysis provides an accurate way for obtaining the stator current 
of an induction motor, which can be further used for the current spectral analysis. Through 
the FEM modeling, it is found that BRB faults have direct impact on the speed and torque of 
induction motors. 
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Abstract-This paper presents an effective fault detection approach for broken 
rotor bar (BRB) faults in induction motors using machine learning. Three methods, 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Yule Walker Estimate by Auto Regression (YUL-AR), 
and Matching Pursuit (MP), are considered for feature selection purpose. These 
methods are implemented on stator current signals of an induction motor under 
healthy and different number of broken rotor bars (BRBs) conditions simulated by the 
finite element analysis software ANSYS. It is found that the proposed MP method offers 
the most effective feature selection among the three methods and is able to classify BRB 
faults accurately through support vector machine (SVM) and artificial neural network 
(ANN).  
Index Terms— Broken rotor bar, Fast Fourier Transform, feature selection, 
induction motor, Matching Pursuit.    
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І.    INTRODUCTION  
Online real-time monitoring can identify faults at early stage and mitigate the 
likelihood of machine unprecedented failure. Accurate detection of incipient faults can 
improve workflow, reduce maintenance costs and process downtime, and prevent disruptive 
failures and machine damage [1]. It is reported by IEEE and Electric Power Research 
Institute (EPRI) that the broken rotor bar (BRB) fault of induction motors results in 8-9% 
machine failures in industry [2]. A BRB fault is an electrical fault, which can be the result of 
high temperature, vibration, uneven magnetic pull caused by non-linearity or transient 
condition during motor start-up [2]. If left unchecked, the incipient stage of one BRB fault 
can deteriorate to several BRBs and can hinder the machine’s start-up performance. A BRB 
fault leads to asymmetry condition inside the motor. The asymmetry is induced by back 
electromotive force (EMF) of lower sideband harmonics, which can be observed in 
frequency spectrum of the motor stator current through a spectral analysis. Therefore, online 
monitoring and spectral analysis of the motor stator current have proved effective for a BRB 
fault detection.  
The most successfully deployed method for the BRB fault detection is Motor Current 
Signature Analysis (MSCA) [3]-[11] because of its non-invasive, easy to implement, lower 
cost, reliable and effective nature [9]-[11]. Although different signal processing techniques 
using vibration signal [11], supply voltage [12], magnetic flux [13], active and reactive 
power [14][15] have been deployed for BRB fault diagnosis, some of these techniques 
require sensors and probes, so they can be expensive and not as easy to implement as MSCA. 
However, MSCA has its own limitations and is only suitable to: 1) motor operating under 
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steady-state condition (stationary signal); and 2) motor with symmetric sinusoidal voltage 
supply.  
Traditional MSCA approach involves scrutiny of the double slip frequency amplitude 
of the stator current spectrum by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), where distinctive sidebands 
close to the motor current fundamental harmonic frequency appear. However, there are 
several issues associated with the BRB fault detection using FFT technique: 1) FFT becomes 
ineffective under no load or light load conditions, usually sideband frequency associated with 
a BRB fault becomes more distinct under a heavy load condition [12]; 2) Similar sideband 
frequency components for healthy motors do appear due to the motor‘s asymmetry condition 
and uneven resistance associated with rotor bars [3]-[5],[16], although asymmetry induced 
by voltage supply has amplitude lower than that associated with a BRB fault [16]; 
 3) The severity of the fault has a relation with amplitude of sidebands (a higher 
amplitude is observed with increased numbers of BRBs), but sideband amplitudes are also 
related to motor loading (a higher loading factor leads to an increased sideband amplitude) 
[16]; 4) For variable frequency drive (VFD) fed induction motors, FFT is ineffective because 
it cannot filter lower band harmonics from the VFD; 5) FFT cannot provide accurate and 
reliable diagnosis of BRB fault for motor transient condition (nonstationary signal) [5]. For 
transient states, other spectral analysis techniques, such as discrete wavelet transform 
(DWT), Wavelet Packet analysis (WPA) and Hilbert transform (HT), are being deployed [6]-
[8].  
To overcome issues of existing methods, fault diagnosis using machine learning 
attracts more research interests lately. Feature selection is an important part of online fault 
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diagnosis using machine learning [17]-[20]. In this paper, the BRB fault detection for 
induction motors is investigated using three different techniques, FFT, Yule Walker Estimate 
by Auto Regression (YUL-AR), and Matching Pursuit (MP), for feature selection purpose. 
Through the application of MP methodology, distinct contrasting features emerge from 
different motor BRB fault conditions. These features are then trained and tested for fault 
detection. Using the proposed MP technique, the fault classification can be achieved in a 
unique pattern, and severity of fault can be identified from notification of the numbers of 
BRBs present. This Paper offers a new contribution that helps in automatic detection of a 
BRB fault with great accuracy.  
       The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the stator current signal 
preparation through the finite element analysis software ANSYS is demonstrated; Feature 
selection for BRB fault detection using three different methods, FFT, YUL-AR, and MP, are 
investigated in Section III; In Section IV, the classification results using two machine 
learning methods, support vector machine (SVM) and artificial neural network (ANN), are 
presented using the features selected through the MP method; conclusions are drawn in 
Section V. 
II.  STATOR CURRENT SIGNAL FROM FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
Main issues of the BRB fault detection for induction motors include: 1) how to 
accurately represent the motor model under fault conditions, and 2) how to derive clear-cut 
features that can be used to distinguish between healthy and faulted motors. Complicated 
asymmetry or deviation from normal settings due to an induction motor internal fault make 
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such fault modeling challenging and cumbersome. To minimize uncertainties, assumptions 
are usually made for analytical procedures of an internal fault modeling. Several reported 
research results have been focused on analytical methods in modeling of induction motors 
with impractical assumptions, such as neglecting saturation effect and assuming linearity of 
the core [21]-[25]. The finite-element (FE) analysis, on the other hand, can model induction 
motors for different types of internal faults with great accuracy [26] [27].     
In this paper, the FE analysis is used to model BRB faults of an induction motor. The 
motor used in the model is a three phase, 60 Hz, 3 kW, 240 V, 4-pole squirrel-cage induction 
motor. The simulation is carried out for the motor under a healthy state, and for the same 
motor under one, two and three BRBs states, all with 75% loading factor.    
The model is developed in 2D Maxwell RMxprt of ANSYS software. Fig. 1 (a) shows 
a complete model of a healthy motor developed in RMxprt. The BRB fault is implemented 
by deleting rotor bars from the healthy motor model in the software. Once a rotor bar is 
deleted, it becomes a highlighted bar in the model. Fig. 4.1 (b), (c), and (d) show a model 
with highlighted one, two, and three rotor bars, respectively. Since each highlighted bar 
represents a broken rotor bar, these models represent 1BRB, 2BRBs and 3BRBs faults of the 
motor. 
The simulated stator current signals using the FE analysis for the healthy motor and 
the motor with one, two, and three BRBs are shown in Fig. 4.2. The corresponding torque 
characteristics are represented in Fig. 4. 3. Perturbation is observed in the torque 
characteristic for the motor with BRB defects. The magnitude of perturbation tends to 
increase with the increased number of BRBs. Fig. 4.3 reveals that the impact of BRB fault 
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increases as the number of BRBs increases. At incipient stage of the fault, the motor might 
not be affected significantly, but when the number of BRBs increases from one to three, the 
condition deteriorates. The smooth operation of the motor will be altered, signs of wear and 
tear due to vibration and overheating will appear. Although the torque signal possesses good 
features for the BRB fault diagnosis, it’s rarely used due to inaccessibility of the parameter 
in real time. 
 
Figure 0.1:Induction motor model at 75% loading: (a) a healthy motor, (b) a motor 
with one BRB, (c) a motor with two BRBs, and (d) a motor with three BRBs. 
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Figure 0.2: Induction motor stator current at 75% loading. 
 
Figure 0.3: Torques calculated by ANSYS at 75% loading for a healthy motor and 
motor with one, two and three BRBs. 
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III.   FEATURE SELECTION TECHNIQUES 
Various signal processing techniques, such as Short Time Fourier Transform [28], 
Hilbert Transform [8][9], Wavelet Transform [7][18][26][29][30], and Empirical mode 
decom-position (EMD) [31], are being used for BRB fault diagnosis of induction motors. 
The wavelet transform provides a localized explicit representation of nonstationary signals 
by variable window feature and is suitable for a signal analysis that requires time and 
frequency resolution. As an adaptive multi-scale signal decomposition technique, the EMD 
can decompose a complex signal into bands of extracted intrinsic mode functions, which 
reveal physical meaning of the signal, based on local characteristic time scale of the signal 
[31].  
Because the stator current signal of induction motors during BRB faults is non-
stationary, frequency or time domain spectral analysis of stator current may not be adequate 
for effective derivation of necessary features for fault classification using machine learning 
techniques, the time-frequency domain approach appears to be more suitable.  
This paper focuses on a comparative approach for best feature selection for 
classification. Three different spectral analysis techniques, FFT, YUL-AR, and MP, are 
deployed in the paper. FFT is a frequency domain technique, YUL-AR is a time domain 
technique, while MP is a technique effective in techniques is shown in Table 4.1 (I). Based 
on research results, the technique with most suitable features will be used for classification. 
Artificial intelligence methods have been successfully applied for classification of induction 
motor faults [32] [33]. In this paper, ANN and SVM will be used for BRB faults classification 
using the selected features.     
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A. Fast Fourier Transform 
The FFT technique is firstly applied on the simulated stator current signals of the 
induction motor from FE analysis shown in Fig. 4.2 for both healthy and faulted motor cases. 
Fig. 4.4 shows the motor stator current spectra obtained using FFT for a healthy motor, a 
motor with one, two and three BRBs. It can be clearly visualized with the aid of the markers 
that both amplitude and frequency in the spectra change with the increased number of broken 
rotor bars.  
Different BRBs create different sample frequency sidebands in the stator current. 
Points with higher amplitudes, at which faults are indicative, can be used as reference in 
relation to the amplitude of fundamental frequency for different BRB fault conditions. The 
solid horizontal line on top of Fig. 4.4 (b) (c) (d) serves as the fundamental frequency 
reference base line for measuring the amplitude of the signal, and the dashed horizontal line 
in the middle of these graphs serves    as   the   measurement   reference   line   representing 
emergence of a fault. It is observed that, for an additional BRB, additional sidebands emerge, 
and an additional BRB has direct impact on the amplitude of the new emerging sidebands. 
dy depicts a change in the amplitude between a fault characterized by a BRB frequency 
sideband and the fundamental frequency.  
The sample frequency reference line representing a BRB fault corresponds to the 
nearest sideband frequency at (1±2s)fs, where fs is the supply frequency, and s is the slip of 
the induction motor. When the number of BRBs increases, the sample frequency reference 
line is reset to a new emerging sideband frequency, which can serve as a distinguishing 
feature between fault characteristics for different number of BRBs. 
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Table 0.1: Comparison of Three Spectral Analysis Techniques (FFT, YUL-AR, AND MP) 
Characteristics FFT YUL-AR MP 
Does not apply window to data Applies window to data Applies window to 
data 
Features Frequency domain application, 
Applicable for stationary data 
only. 
Time domain application Frequency and time 
domain 
Methodology Assumes fixed rate for signal 
analysis. 
Assumes zero mean for 
signals. 
Uses Singular value 
decomposition 
function for signal. 
Advantages 1) Can search out dominant 
frequency in a signal. 
2) Can be used to find Power 
spectral density (PSD) of a signal 
at a given frequency. 
1) Performs as well as other 
methods for large data records 
2) Always produces a stable 
model. 
  
Multiscale 
demodulation 
technique. 
Disadvantages Output phase and magnitude of the 
signal (complex number). 
Cannot give any information about 
time. 
1) Performs relatively poorly 
for short data records. 
2) Frequency bias for estimates 
of sinusoids in noise. 
MP requires a large 
convergence time. 
 
 
Figure 0.4: Motor stator current spectra obtained by FFT: (a) a healthy motor, (b) 
with one BRB, (c) with two BRBs, (d) Motor with three BRBs.                 
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Table 0.2: Amplitudes for Different BRB Condition Using FFT 
 1BRB 2BRB 3BRB 
Amplitude  
(dy) 
Frequency 
(X axis) 
Amplitude 
(Y axis) 
Frequency  
(X axis) 
Amplitude 
(Y axis) 
Frequency  
(X axis) 
Amplitude  
(Y axis) 
322.87 −36.85 289.46 −41.22 371.45 −56.33 
B. Yule Walker Estimate by Auto Regression   
The Yule Walker Estimate by Auto Regression is a parametric statistical approach that 
estimates covariance sequence for time data series. The Yule-Walker algorithm is used to 
estimate the spectral content by fitting an autoregressive (AR) linear prediction filter model 
of a given order to the signal. It is assumed that the mean of the signal is zero. The AR 
parameters are determined by forming a biased estimate of the signal's autocorrelation 
function and solving least squared minimization of the forward prediction error.   
 
Figure 0.5: SVM 22% failed classifier using FFT features. 
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Before implementing the YUL-AR technique, the order of the data following AR 
process must be known. The order of the AR process can be determined by: 1) Akaike 
information criterion (AIC), 2) Bayesian information criterion (BIC), or 3) Cross-validation. 
For the cross-validation technique, the given time series data are divided into subsets. The 
model parameters are estimated using one subset of data, such parameters are then cross-
validated with data from the remaining subsets [34].  
Yule-Walker estimator can be used to estimate AR coeﬃcients. For a causal AR (p) 
model, 
                            ( ) tt WXB =                                               (1) 
                       

=
−+=
1j
jtjtt WWX 
                                           (2) 
Where, Xt is the variance of the AR process, 
j  is the coefficient, Wt is the model parameter,  
jtW −  is the linear combination of past observations, B is the same as using shift operator, 
and p is AR model order.   
The simulated stator current signals from the FE analysis are analyzed using the YUL-
AR technique. Spectral analysis results are shown in Fig. 4.6. The way to measure amplitude 
and frequency variation for each case is similar to FFT method in Fig. 4.4.  
Fig 4.6 shows that YUL-AR technique produces a smoother curve than FFT, and this 
is due to the all pole model property. YUL-AR has the features of being able to represent 
spectral with peak limited to a maximum of p/2, where p represents the AR model order. 
Therefore, choosing the order is crucial to the effectiveness of this method. In this paper, a 
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model order for the signal is chosen to be 23, and a sampling frequency that follows the 
Nyquist order is adopted.   
The YUL-AR model maintains same limitation as FFT method in terms of lacking 
variety of features to choose from for classification. Table III shows the amplitude and 
frequency for the three sidebands that arose as a result of the different BRBs. Results 
obtained from YUL-AR technique are consistent with FFT, in that it follows same response 
of increased amplitude with increased number of BRBs. There is also a change in the 
frequency spectrum. 
 
Figure 0.6: Motor stator current spectra obtained by YUL-AR: (a) healthy motor, (b) one 
BRB, (c) two BRBs, (d) three BRBs. 
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Table 0.3: Amplitudes for Different BRB Faults Using YUL-AR 
 1BRB 2BRB 3BRB 
Amplitude Frequency 
(X axis) 
Amplitude 
(Y axis) 
Frequency  
(X axis) 
Amplitude 
(Y axis) 
Frequency  
(X axis) 
Amplitude  
(Y axis) 
322.87 −47.51 289.80 −57.84 400.01 −64.9 
Both FFT and YUL-AR techniques discussed thus far show indications of BRB faults 
on the evidence of increased amplitude and change in sample frequency spectrum. However, 
these techniques are ineffective to generate features for fault classification. The next 
proposed method, MP, is intended to address the drawback so far highlighted. 
C. Matching Pursuit 
 Even with variable windows feature in wavelet transform, their position in the 
spectrum is fixed with respect to the frequency, and transient at low frequencies or noise at 
high frequencies are hard to capture. An adaptive spectral analysis approach is needed, which 
can provide a customized window scheme to represent transient current spectral signals 
effectively in the time-frequency plane [35].  
Matching Pursuit is a greedy algorithm, it is a multiscale decomposition technique 
based on an over-complete dictionary. It can decompose a signal into a linear arrangement 
of waveforms, known as atoms, which are confined in time-frequency plane. A dictionary of 
time-frequency atoms is created by shifting, scaling, and modulating a single atom. This 
process generates three parameters: u is related to shifting, s is related to scaling, and ξ is 
related to modulating. A full scale or a redundant dictionary can thus be formed. The signal 
can be further decomposed using atoms picked iteratively from this redundant dictionary 
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based on certain selection criteria [36]. An index γ is introduced to represent u, s, and ξ, and 
the dictionary element can be defined by [36] 
        ( ) tje
s
ut
g
s
tg  




 −
=
1                            (3) 
Where s/1    is a normalization constant ensuring the energy of the atom to be unity. 
The decomposed signal is initialized to be zero. The error after the approximation is known 
as residue, which is initialized to be the signal itself. For example, the first residue for a 
signal x is equal to x. In each iteration, the criteria to select an atom from the dictionary is 
that the inner product of an atom with the residue is maximized. For the   iteration, the atom 
is chosen by [36]: 
fRnggfRfR nn
nn 1, ++=                        (4) 
 igfRng nieDg   ,maxarg=                   (5) 
Where, D is the dictionary for MP decomposition. After mth iterations, the signal is 
approximated by [36] 
             fRngngfRf m
m
n
n +=
−
=

1
0
,         (6) 
The motor stator currents obtained by the FE analysis in Fig. 4.2 are analyzed using 
MP. MATLAB is used to implement the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) technique in 
the wavelet tool box in this paper. The simulated stator current signals are demodulated and 
fit into predefined dictionary made up of atoms. The approximated signals for different 
machine model scenarios are represented in Fig. 4.7. Fig. 4.7 represents the most prominent 
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characteristics of a signal after approximation. There are other sub-dictionary features 
present within the signal but only the prominent ones are shown in Fig. 4.7. Other non-
prominent dictionaries can be seen in residuals. 
For healthy, 1BRB, and 2BRBs conditions in Fig. 7 (a), (b) and (c), besides the original 
signal, the approximated signal has properties corresponding to cosine dictionary from the 
MP model. There are observable deterioration of the signal and Cosine coefficient from 
healthy to two BRBs states. For three BRBs condition in Fig. 4.7(d), besides the original 
signal, two dictionaries (DCT and Cosine) emerge from the approximation due to the 
increased harmonics. The first stage of approximation is carried out by setting the Level 1 
error (L1) equal to 5%. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 0.7: Approximated signals obtained by MP: (a) healthy motor, (b) motor with 
one BRB, (c) motor with two BRBs, (d) motor with three BRBs. 
MP has rich resource dictionary that allows for selection of the most appropriate 
wavelet family, which best suits the stator current signal. This technique is able to separate 
significant features. The features of the dictionary are usually referred to as atoms. These 
features are used for training and classification for healthy and faulted motors. The OMP 
feature indices for the selected coefficients for different motor conditions in this paper are 
shown in Fig.4.8.        
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
 (c) 
 
 (d) 
 
Figure 0.8: The orthogonal MP feature indices for selected coefficients: (a) healthy 
motor, (b) one BRB, (c) two BRBs, and (d) three BRBs. 
As shown in Fig. 4.8, the MP predefined dictionaries are chosen to fit the motor stator 
current signal, from which features for training and classification are derived: 1) sym4-lev5, 
which denotes Daubechies least-asymmetric wavelet with 4 vanishing moments at level 5; 
2) wpsym4-lev5, which denotes the Daubechies least-asymmetric wavelet packet with 4 
vanishing moments at level 5; 3) dct, which depicts discrete cosine; 4) sin, which represents 
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sine in the MP dictionary; and 5) cos, which represents cosine in the MP dictionary. While 
performing MP decomposition, it is imperative to consider a signal that is lengthier than the 
duration of interest. Because no explicit window is used in MP, it is advisable to use a signal 
at least three times longer than the duration of interest and study only the middle section. 
This was the approach implemented for this analysis.  
MP combines theoretical Fourier-based procedures with an adaptive technique for 
basic functions selection, and offers good localization capability, flexibility in resolution 
across the time-frequency plane, and adaptive decomposing of signal. The MP 
decomposition makes all features clearly definable for selection [36]. These features can then 
be fed into SVM or ANN for classification and fault prediction. 
This study focuses on the most suitable technique for feature selection. MP has clearly 
shown through the approximation technique that the most contrasting features from the 
decomposition of the different motor signal can be used for classification.   
IV.   TRAINING FOR CLASSIFICATION USING MP FEATURES 
A. Support Vector Machine  
The sub-dictionaries from the MP algorithm have different energy level represented as 
coefficients. The non-stationary nature of the motor stator current signal results in varying 
energy. Five symbols are used in this section as defined as follows:  
▪ “RankofSelRank” means the rank of selection rank, which connotes the order for 
coefficients preference.  
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▪ “Coefs” means the coefficients. The coefficients are atoms within the dictionary, 
and the coefficient with most prominent effect within the sub-dictionary are given the first 
priority.  
▪ “Familynumber” means the family number, which explains the level in the atoms of 
the MP dictionary.  
▪ “Ndxinfamily” depicts the index number in family.  
▪ “Ndxindic” depicts the index number in dictionary.  
These five elements vary with different conditions and are chosen as features for 
classification and fault prediction. The above five elements are constituents within the 
individual atoms in the family. They emerge because of the decomposition of the atoms from 
different family within MP dictionaries. At the first approximation, the five atoms ranked in 
the order shown in Fig. 4.8 is produced, and when a further demodulation is done, the 
outcome is constituents used as features.  
The classification results using various selected features through different training are 
shown in Fig. 4.9. SVM trainer and classification learner from MATLAB tool box was used 
for training and classification of healthy motor and motor with BRB faults.  The SVM 
quadratic was employed for training and classification. The crux of the classification is 
painstakingly varying the most suitable features for classification. Different combinations of 
features were tried before a suitable feature that best classifies different motor conditions can 
be found. Fig. 4.9 (a) corresponds to RankofSelRank vs. Ndxindic for training and 
classification. Fig. 4.9 (b) represents Coefs vs. Ndxindic training results. Fig. 4.9 (c) displays 
output for Ndxinfamily vs. Familynumber training result. Fig. 4.9 (d) represents 
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RankofSelRank vs. Familynumber training output. It can be seen that Fig 4.9 (d) promises a 
good classification output using SVM. In Fig. 4.9, the dots with colors depict classifiable 
data points training output.  
The results for SVM is exported and prepared for ANN classification using Python 
Scripts, which is discussed in the next section of this paper.  
Fig. 4.10 represents the Confusion matrix, which indicates the accuracy in percentage 
of correctly classifying different fault conditions. False alarm are to be avoided during fault 
classification. This matrix can predict percentage likelihood of false alarms. For 
RankofselRank vs Familynumber features shown in Fig. 4.9(d), the confusion matrix shows 
100% percentage chances of correctly classifying different motor conditions.    
B. Artificial Neural Network  
Another technique employed for classification in this paper is the feed forward 
multilayer perceptron technique in artificial neural network. The coefficients used in ANN 
are obtained from the OMP approximation procedure. The perceptron model is represented 
in Fig. 4.11, which comprises of two inputs, two hidden layers, and four outputs. The two 
inputs are RankofselRank and Familynumber (Fig. 4.9(d)). The four outputs represent four 
conditions, a healthy motor, and a motor with 1BRB, 2BRBs and 3BRB faults. With the aid 
of a Python script implemented in MATLAB, the training and classification was executed 
using ANN. Classification outputs are shown in Fig. 4.12.  
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A 95% of accuracy was achieved using ANN, the performance and target graphical 
output are displayed in Figs. 4.13 and 4.14. The performance in Fig 4.13 shows similarity of 
the gradient and mu curves, which connotes momentum update.  
The validation check reads zero, underlying the absence of generalization, a 
phenomenon common with training of neural network model. Fig. 4.14 also supports the 
accuracy as observed in similarity shapes between network response and targets. The 
percentage accuracy of SVM and ANN classification proves that features from MP are 
properly selected and can correctly classify different fault conditions reliably.   
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Figure 0.9: SVM quadratic classification by MP features: (a) RankofSelRank vs 
Ndxindic class, (b) Coefs vs Ndxindic class, c) Ndzxinfamily vs Familynumber class, d) 
RankofselRank vs Familynumber. 
 
Figure 0.10: SVM quadratic confusion matrix; true positive vs false positive rate. 
 
Figure 0.11: ANN model for training and classification output. 
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Figure 0.12: ANN training and classification output. 
 
Figure 0.13: Performance for ANN Training 
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Figure 0.14: Target and response for ANN Training. 
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V.   CONCLUSION 
In this paper, three spectral analysis techniques, FFT, YUL-AR, and MP, are 
investigated to obtain features for classification using machine learning technique for BRB 
fault diagnosis in induction motors. The techniques are employed on the simulated stator 
current signal of an induction motor under healthy and BRB fault conditions using FE 
analysis software ANSYS. It is found that both FFT and YUL-AR are ineffective to generate 
features for classification purpose.  
MP technique appears to be the most effective approach for feature selection in BRB 
fault diagnosis for induction motors. Features from MP approximation technique are used 
for training and classification through SVM and ANN. Both SVM and ANN can correctly 
classify faults with high accuracy.   
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Chapter 5: Burg and Welch PSD analysis of Neighbouring and 
Spaced Broken Rotor Bar Faults for Induction Motors 
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paper.  
Figures and table numbers were revised in accordance with master’s manuscript 
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Abstract- Broken rotor bar (BRB) faults of Squirrel cage induction motors, if 
unchecked, can interfere with motor operation. Improperly diagnosed fault can be a 
source of interruption to work flow and ultimately can have the same effect as 
unscheduled breakdown. The finite element software ANSYS is employed for the 
modeling and simulation of an induction motor at full load. In this paper, a new method 
is proposed to detect BRB faults. By finding the slope of two reference side lobes, the 
severity of fault can be easily determined. From the measurement of reference side 
lobes slope, it is proven that two BRB neighboring defect is more severe than spaced 
bar fault. If this is true, motor with neighboring BRB fault should be closely monitored 
for maintenance and repair so as to ensure unopposed work flow and more productivity 
in industrial settings.  
Index terms- Induction motor, ANSYS software, Finite element method, Signal 
analysis, FFT, PSD.  
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I.Introduction 
Squirrel cage induction motors consume about 60% of electrical power used in 
industry today due to compactness, durability and simple design, and the minimal 
maintenance requirement. However, as an electromechanical device, a squirrel cage 
induction motor does experience various mechanical and electrical faults including broken 
rotor bar faults [1]-[3]. It is statistically found that BRB faults account for approximately 
10% of induction motor failure. The traditional motor current signals analysis (MCSA) uses 
FFT to process motor current signal and can detect BRB faults by monitoring the amplitude 
of harmonics sidebands near the stator current fundamental frequency [3]. Nevertheless, it 
has been suggested in [4] that false alarms are most likely when traditional MCSA are 
employed because the unbalanced voltage can distort magnetic field uniformity, which then 
initiates asymmetrical condition in the motor. This could be mistakenly identified as BRB 
faults, leading to a false diagnosis of BRB faults.  
Various signal processing methods have been reported in the literature for BRB fault 
detection [5] – [17]. In [5], the speed and current signal estimation approach is deployed on 
induction motors. The method uses a model reference adaptive system (MRAS) to estimate 
speed, and uses a logic-based technique in a β reference frame to improve a drive fault 
tolerant to current sensor failures. Since lower side bands harmonics are typical for BRB 
faults, Reference [6] establishes features to detect rotor asymmetries based on the presence 
of a qualitative Λ-shaped pattern observed in DWT low frequency signals. In [7], through a 
wavelet application it was asserted that the fault severity is reflected in an increased 
amplitude of the signal; however, no benchmark is defined for various degrees of fault 
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severity.  Power spectral density (PSD) and a wavelet application capable of addressing 
speed and time varying conditions has been proposed in [9]. A higher mother wavelet is 
employed to reduce the effect of overlapping between neighboring frequency bands. The 
fault severity issue remains a contentious subject as various technique proposed by 
researchers are tentative and subjective. In [10] and [11], the signal decomposition wavelet 
energy is used as a yardstick for determining fault severity. Again, this method isolates other 
properties of the signal, leaving room for unreliability. Reference [12]-[14] present a method 
of isolating harmonics from the fundamental frequency for fault detection purpose. It uses a 
non-linear filter by the name Teager–Kaiser Energy Operator (TKEO). The TKEO technique 
transforms harmonics in the main signal to constant constituents, allowing for easy 
separation from fundamental constituents. Another method of separating the main supply 
harmonic from harmonic components for easy analysis is presented in [15]-[16]. The 
extended Park’s Vector approach requires that the supply harmonics are first transformed to 
a dc component and then separated before analysis for fault detection and diagnosis. Hilbert’s 
transform signal analysis technique has been proposed in [17]. This method provides good 
resolution and substantial information for the current signal envelop. It requires computation 
of direct and inverse FFT. Although this method promises better results than a classical FFT, 
the computation time and complexity remain a concern.  
In this paper, a new method of discovering the onset of trouble from diagnosis of fault 
severity through motor current signal analysis. Although a single BRB fault could not 
immediately interrupt the motor operation, the following question is raised: when should the 
motor be stopped, and a maintenance is performed? (by monitoring the current or torque 
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signal, when the signal variation is becoming more apparent, then machine can be stopped 
for maintenance.  A further deterioration to neighbouring BRB could be the onset of problem 
capable of raising worrying concern about the machine status. Therefore, this paper analyzes 
neighbouring broken bar fault and spaced bar fault, using Burg PSD and Welch PSD analysis 
techniques, for the purpose of differentiating neighbouring bar fault having more severe 
negative impacts in the machine than their counterpart spaced bar fault. By computation of 
the slope, motor conditions are easily identified. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the modeling of induction 
motor and fault formation; Section III presents the proposed method and parameter analysis; 
Section IV discusses results; and the conclusion and future work are provided in Section V. 
II. ANSYS Models 
The finite element analysis promises a better model representation by taking into 
consideration the full geometry of a motor. It can compute motor transient conditions and 
field distribution, which are quite elusive and not easily attained using other models [18]. In 
this paper, stator current signals of the induction motor under healthy and BRB fault 
conditions are obtained through the two-dimensional finite element analysis. The software 
ANSYS is used to build various simulation models for the motor under full load condition.   
Neighbouring bar presents more threats to machine operation than spaced bar, as will 
be further substantiated from the analysis of result in a further section of this paper. In the 
event of neighbouring BRB fault, it is mandatory to correctly diagnose the fault, because 
failure to do so might lead to the faults spreading into neighbouring bar and further 
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degenerating motor condition and eventually leading to failure and irreparable machine 
damage. This is why it is crucial to accurately detect motor BRB conditions.  
Fig. 5.1 shows the models for 2 and 3 neighbouring and spaced BRB faults. A BRB 
fault is implemented by deleting rotor bars in the ANSYS model.  The simulated stator 
current signals for the four different BRB fault conditions are shown in Fig 5.2. The basic 
motor information used in the simulation is shown in Table 5.1.   
 
 
Figure 0.1. IM ANSYS Model under 100% loading; (a) 2-Neighbor BRB, (b) 2-Spaced 
BRBs, (c) 3-Neighbor BRB, and (d) 3-Spaced BRBs 
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Figure 0.2. The stator current signal: Blue is 2-Neigboring BRB, Yellow is 2-Spaced BRB, 
Green is 3-Neigboring BRB, and Red is 3-Spaced BRB.  
Table 0.1: The basic motor information used in the simulation 
Rated voltage 230V 
Rated power 3kW 
Frequency 60Hz 
Speed 1740 
Number of stator slot 44 
Number of rotor slot 36 
 
III. PSD Analysis 
5.1 Burg PSD Signal Analysis 
The Burg PSD signal analysis is a parametric approach that involves the minimization 
of forward and backward prediction in accordance with the Levinson-Durbin recursion [19]. 
This approach slightly differs from the Auto Regressive (AR) estimation procedure because 
it sidesteps computation of the auto correlation function and directly estimates the reflection 
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coefficients and PSD of the signal. This technique offers the advantage of better resolution 
of closely spaced sinusoids of the signal with the minimal noise level, correct estimate and a 
stable AR model. The mathematical algorithm for Burg PSD signal analysis is represented 
in Equations (1) – (4) [20]-[21]. In this paper, the model order was chosen to be 10 in 
accordance to the Akaike information criterion (AIC) grade [22]. 
The forward minimization error can be determined by 
𝑒𝑓
𝑝(𝑛) = 𝑥(𝑛) + ∑ 𝑎𝑝𝑘𝑥(𝑛 − 𝑘)
𝑝
𝑘=1                        (1) 
The backward minimization error can be determined by  
𝑒𝑓
𝑝(𝑛) = 𝑥(𝑛) + ∑ 𝑎𝑝𝑘
∗ 𝑥(𝑛 − 𝑝 + 𝑘)𝑝𝑘=1               (2) 
Where, e[n] is the unobserved input data, x[n] is the observed output of the system. p 
represents model order.             
The reflection coefficient estimation can be calculated as follows: 
𝑘𝑝=
−2 ∑ 𝑒𝑝−1
𝑓
(𝑛)𝑒𝑝−1
𝑏∗ (𝑛−1)𝑁−1𝑛=𝑝
∑ |𝑒𝑝−1
𝑓
(𝑛)|
2
+|𝑒𝑝−1
𝑏∗ (𝑛−1)|
2𝑁−1
𝑛=𝑝
                             (3) 
The Burg PSD is computed as follows: 
𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑟𝑔(𝑓)=
𝑒𝑝
|1+∑ 𝑎𝑝(𝑘)𝑒
−𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑘𝑝
𝑘=1
|
2
                        (4) 
Where, E ̂p is the total least-square error of the order p, a ̂p(k), are estimates of AR 
parameters obtained from the Levinson-Durbin recursions. 
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In this paper, Burg PSD is employed for the comparative analysis of 2 and 3 
neighbouring and spaced BRB faults in induction motors. The PSD of the stator current 
signals from the simulation models is computed using the Matlab tool box. Using the slope 
of side-lobe peaks numbered 1 and 2 in the stator current signal, it is found that spaced BRB 
faults can be distinguished from the neighbouring BRB faults. The neighbouring BRB faults 
present more threats to the working conditions of induction motors. The simulation results 
are displayed in Fig. 5.3 (a)-(d) below.  
 
                                       (a) 
 
                                  (b) 
 
                                    (c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 0.3. Burg PSD Estimate; (a) 2-Spaced-BRB; (b) 2-Neighbour-BRB; (c) 3-
Spaced-BRB; and (d) 3-Neighbour-BRB 
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Table 0.2: Comparative Features of Burg and Welch PSD Technique. 
 Burg  Welch 
Technique Parametric Non Parametric 
 Property  No window, indirect method Direct method, Windowed signal 
Averaging modified periodogram of 
signal. 
Advantages ✓ High resolution for short 
data records. 
✓ Guarantees Stable model  
 
✓ Uniform Variance  
✓ Application of Taper to 
segmented signal. 
✓ Welch estimate is biased, 
but asymptotically unbiased 
Disadvanta
ges 
✓ Peak condition depends on     
prior phase. 
✓ Susceptible to spectral 
line-splitting in the presence of 
noise and large order 
✓ There is frequency 
preference for estimates of 
sinusoids in noise 
Limited Resolution 
 
5.2 Welch PSD Technique 
To further validate the conclusion using the Burg PSD Estimate, the Welch PSD 
technique is implemented in this paper using the signal processing Matlab toolbox. This 
technique involves segmenting time series signal data, computing a modified periodogram 
of each segment, and averaging PSD estimates. In this paper, a non-rectangular window 
Barlett and long data from the simulated stator current signal model are used to improve 
redundancy introduced by overlapping and to manage the resolution deficiency. The effect 
of averaging modified periodogram is that variance is reduced. The output from the 
implementation of Welch PSD technique are displayed in Fig 5.4 and Fig 5.5 (a)-(d). 
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The mathematical computation algorithm for the Welch spectral estimate is shown in 
Equs. (5) - (9) according to [23]. 
𝐵𝑥𝑥 
𝑊 (𝑤) =
1
𝐾
 ∑ 𝐽𝑀 
(𝑖) (𝑤)𝐾𝑖=1                                    (5) 
Where 𝐵𝑥𝑥 
𝑊 (𝑤) is the biased spectral estimate, 𝐽𝑀 
(𝑖) (𝑤)is periodogram, and K is 1, 2, 3... n.  
𝐽𝑀
(𝑖)(𝑤) =
1
𝑀𝑈
 |∑ 𝑤[𝑛]𝑥(𝑖)𝑀−1𝑛=0 [𝑛]𝑒
−𝑗𝑤𝑛|
2
                   (6) 
      𝑈 =
1
𝑀 
 ∑ 𝑤[𝑛]2𝑀−1𝑛=0                                                    (7) 
𝐽𝑀
(𝑖)(𝑤) =
1
𝑈
|∑ 𝐶𝑣𝑣
(𝑖)𝑀−1
𝑙=−(𝑀−1) [𝑙]𝑒
−𝑗𝑤𝑙|
2
                              (8) 
The Welch estimate can be determined as follows:  
𝑊(𝑒𝑗𝑤) =
1
𝑀𝑈
 |∑ 𝑤[𝑛]𝑒−𝑗𝑤𝑛𝑀−1𝑛=0 |
2
                   (9) 
Where, U is the normalization factor, M depicts the length of sub samples, w[n] is the applied 
window, and  𝑊(𝑒𝑗𝑤) represents the spectral window. 
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Figure 0.4. Welch PSD Spectrum for Healthy Motor Condition. 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
                              (b) 
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(d) 
 
(e) 
Figure 0.5. Welch PSD Estimate; (a) healthy motor; (b) 2 Spaced BRBs (c) 2 Neighbouring 
BRBs; (c) 3 Spaced BRBs; (d) 3 Neighbouring BRBs 
Section IV. Result Analysis 
In the presence of BRB faults, side band harmonics abound [24]. As it can be observed 
in Tables 5.3 (III) and 5.4 (IV) and the corresponding graphs, it is distinctively clear that the 
motor with neighboring BRB faults has a lower slope between the referenced side lobes, 
which is indicative of change in terms of amplitude to the frequency ratio (i.e. y and x axis) 
and this implies a greater field distortion incensed by the proximity of the broken bars. The 
spaced BRB fault expectedly has a higher slope which is indicative of a lower field distortion 
due to the distance of side bars.  Dy and dx are the reference side lobes that emerge in the 
presence of BRB faults. The reference frequencies are determined by applying fb (1-2ks) f, 
(where s represents slip, fb depicts bar frequency, fundamental frequency is denoted as f, and 
k=1, 2, 3…). Harmonic frequency due to BRBs is predictable as illustrated in [26].  dy in the 
estimates depicts change in amplitude of the earmarked sidelobes and dx denotes change in 
the frequency of the earmarked side lobes. Since BRB faults introduce asymmetry, which in 
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turns alter the uniform field distribution, field unevenness distorts the torque uniform rotary 
motion and eventually the speed is affected. The Relationship between the fault related field 
and torque is shown in Equ. (10) [25].  
The details of the effect of the fault on motor speed and mathematical computation 
follows the order described in [25]. Asymmetry is reflected in non-uniformity of the signal, 
and by finding the slope of the reference side lobes, the PSD’s spectrum estimate for 
neighboring and spaced BRB faults shows changes in the slope that can provide information 
of the motor fault condition. By using slope as a yardstick for the analysis of neighboring 
and spaced BRB faults, it is easy to see that both frequency spectrum and amplitude changes 
constitute the criteria for ascertaining the fault severity.  
Through Burg and Welch PSD analysis techniques, it is shown that a neighboring BRB 
fault has more severe effects than a spaced BRB fault. Both techniques maintain consistent 
changes from a small slope for neighboring to a large slope for spaced BRB faults  
𝐶𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑟𝑝 + 𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑟𝑛 = 𝜋
𝑅𝐿𝑒𝑚
𝜇0
𝑘𝑠𝐼𝑠[𝑘𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜑𝐵𝑠 + 𝜑𝐵𝑟) + 𝑘𝑟𝐼𝑟𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝑠𝑤𝑡 + 𝜑𝐵𝑠 −
𝜑𝐵𝑟)                                              (10) 
Where R connotes the average radius of the air-gap, L represents the active length of the 
magnetic circuit, and μ0 is the magnetic permeability of the air. The mean of the torques due 
to interaction of stator and rotor normal field is denoted as Ce_srp Ce_srn. This represents 
the pulsating torque of pulsation 2sω fault field due to BRB. ϕBs, ϕBrp, and ϕBrn depicts 
respective phases relative to the stator phase one current of the stator flux density, the rotor 
flux densities for both healthy motor field and fault field; ks represents the coefficient and a 
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function of the stator winding arrangement, and kr is a coefficient and a function of the cage 
rotor assembly. Is Irn and Irp depicts stator current, negative rotor current and positive rotor 
current. 
Table 0.3: (III) Burg PSD analysis 
 2-Neighbouring 
BRB 
2-Spaced 
BRB 
3-Neighbouring 
BRB 
3-Spaced BRB 
Frequency(dx-axis) 44.92   48.83 41.99 50.78 
Amplitude(dy-axis) -8.174 -10.62 -3.14 -15.59 
Slope (m) -0.182 -0.2175 -0.0748 -0.307 
 
Table 0.4: IV Welch PSD analysis 
 2-Neighbouring 
BRB 
2-Spaced BRB 3-Neighbouring 
BRB 
3-Spaced BRB 
Frequency(dx-axis) 41.99   41.99   41.02  44.92 
Amplitude(dy-axis) -6.609 -5.628 -1.388 -8.731 
Slope (m) -0.1574 -0.134 -0.0338 -0.194 
 
Section IV Conclusion 
In this paper, two types of BRB faults, neighbouring and spaced BRBs, are investigated 
through Burg and Welch PSD estimate algorithms. The fault severity can be obtained by 
examining the slope of two reference side lobes. It was observed that neighboring BRB fault 
has a smaller slope than a spaced BRB fault. The consistent result obtained from the 
implementation of both PSD (Burg and Welch PSD respectively) methods shows that 
neighboring BRB fault has more severe effects than a spaced BRB fault. The implication of 
smaller slope means more proximity between bars field and asymmetry within the rotor field 
chamber. This is due to the interaction between the fields produced by individual bar, 
resulting in greater distortion of the field and motor operation. Although same trend can be 
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seen for both methods, as observed in Table 5.3 and 5.4, Welch PSD method offers more 
reliability in terms of results because the averaging of the segmented signals minimizes 
variances and errors. Burg PSD method, on the other hand, can vary with the type of the 
window applied. For a spaced bar the larger slope means less field distortion and less 
devastating effects on the motor operation. As neighboring broken bar increased from 2 to 
3, the slope reduced even further for both PSD techniques. This phenomenon justified that 
the slope can be used to ascertain the severity effect on the field distribution and entire 
operation of motor. Future work will involve modeling more fault conditions, such as four 
and five BRBs, and use the slope as a feature to automatically diagnose fault conditions.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Work 
6.1 Contribution 
The objective of the research is to achieve fault diagnosis for broken rotor bar faults in 
induction motors. The finite element analysis method is used to create various models for 
healthy motors and the motors with different numbers of BRBs. The finite element software 
ANSYS is used to create such models. The models can output various parameters such as 
stator current, speed and torque. The simulated stator current is used in signal processing 
algorithms for BRB fault detection.  
The thesis comprises four manuscripts that employed various parametric MCSA 
diagnosis technique, such as FFT, Burg PSD estimate, Welch PSD estimate, and Multitaper, 
for the identification of different BRB faults. Also, non-parametric method, such as YUL-
AR method were also used for fault detection. The MP decomposition technique proved 
effective for diagnostic and classification purposes. Welch PSD was the most effective of 
the various non parametric methods deployed for fault discovery and classification. Peaks of 
the Welch PSD estimate serve as features for training and classification purposes. YUL-AR 
on the other was able to clearly identify fault behaviour. Results obtained for this method 
agreed with result obtained from traditional FFT method. The Multitaper technique also 
proved very effective for demonstrating amplitude and frequency behaviour in the presence 
of BRB fault. Although these various methods did not prove successful for classification 
purposes, the consistent result obtained from the application of the various method showed 
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that methods were able to diagnose faults through monitoring of the sidebands, amplitude 
peaks and characteristic harmonics associated with BRB faults.  
ANN and SVM were the artificial intelligence tools used in this thesis. Both technique 
were used to train features collected from PSD and MP screening methodology for the 
purposes of training and classification. SVM used the quadratic model and obtained 100% 
fault prediction accuracy for MP and 96% fault prediction accuracy for PSD features. 
Through scripts (codes) ANN successfully trained and classified motor various condition in 
four quadrants. A 95% fault prediction accuracy was obtained.  
Chapter 4 of this thesis demonstrates the effectiveness of using MP decomposition 
method for diagnosis and real-time classification purposes. MP has never been deployed for 
motor signal analysis. The successful application of this method for diagnosis and 
classification of IM BRB faults opens new possibilities for researchers to explore this 
method for other machine fault detection and real-time monitoring. As seen from the results 
obtained, The MP technique is able to approximate signals for distinct feature selection and 
fault classification. Moreover, in Chapter 3; it can been seen that PSD side lobes peaks serve 
as features and proved very effective in BRB severity classification. However, this technique 
could only classify 1, 2, and 3 BRB faults.  
Lastly, Chapter 5, which is yet to be published offers a promising method, that can 
easily separate neighbouring bar from spaced bar by monitoring reference side lobes and 
computing the slope of the side lobes.  
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6.2 Future Work 
Future work will entail comparing result obtained from the model analysis with 
machine in the real world. Without comparing with experimental case or real operation 
machine condition, the work will not be totally complete.  Comparison with real machine is 
required for validation of all techniques employed in this thesis. A 3-D ANSYS modeling 
for induction motors allows room for various implementation of near real life scenarios, so 
it is recommended to be used in the future.   
 
